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Two-sample inference for high-dimensional Markov networks
Byol Kim∗ Song Liu† Mladen Kolar‡
Abstract
Markov networks are frequently used in sciences to represent conditional independence re-
lationships underlying observed variables arising from a complex system. It is often of interest
to understand how an underlying network differs between two conditions. In this paper, we
develop a methodology for performing valid statistical inference for difference between parame-
ters of Markov network in a high-dimensional setting where the number of observed variables is
allowed to be larger than the sample size. Our proposal is based on the regularized Kullback-
Leibler Importance Estimation Procedure that allows us to directly learn the parameters of the
differential network, without requiring for separate or joint estimation of the individual Markov
network parameters. This allows for applications in cases where individual networks are not
sparse, such as networks that contain hub nodes, but the differential network is sparse. We
prove that our estimator is regular and its distribution can be well approximated by a nor-
mal under wide range of data generating processes and, in particular, is not sensitive to model
selection mistakes. Furthermore, we develop a new testing procedure for equality of Markov net-
works, which is based on a max-type statistics. A valid bootstrap procedure is developed that
approximates quantiles of the test statistics. The performance of the methodology is illustrated
through extensive simulations and real data examples.
Keywords: Differential networks; High-dimensional inference; Kullback-Leibler Importance Esti-
mation Procedure; Markov networks; Post-selection inference.
1 Introduction
Undirected probabilistic graphical models are successfully used in many application domains to rep-
resent interactions between measured components of a complex system and help scientists in uncov-
ering structured information from large amounts of unstructured data (Lauritzen, 1996; MacKay,
2003; Koller and Friedman, 2009). In genetics the graph structure can be used, for example, to
model regulatory activities in gene expressions (Hartemink et al., 2001; Dobra et al., 2004), while
in neuroscience it can be used to model brain network in order to identify features associated with
different mental diseases (Supekar et al., 2008). Other successful application areas include social
and political sciences (Banerjee et al., 2008), analysis of financial data (Barber and Kolar, 2018),
and many others. One of the fundamental problems in statistics is that of learning the graph
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structure of a probabilistic graphical model i.i.d. samples. See Drton and Maathuis (2017) for a
recent overview.
The focus of this paper is on developing a method for statistical inference of parameters in a
differential network. In many applications, interest centres not on a particular network but rather
on whether and how the network changes between different states. For example, genes may regulate
each other differently when the external environment is altered. The way different regions of a brain
interact together may be altered depending on the activity that a patient is performing. A single
graphical model lacks the ability to capture such changes and cannot reflect the dynamic nature of
such data, therefore limiting our ability to discover that may provide us with key insights into the
underlying system under consideration.
Existing work is focused mainly on estimation of differential networks under a Gaussian ob-
servation model. Formally, suppose that independent observations of m variables are available
over two groups of subjects: xpiq “ pxpiq1 , . . . , xpiqm qJ for i “ 1, . . . , nx from one group and ypjq “
pypjq1 , . . . , ypjqm qJ from the other, where xpiq iid„ N pµx,Σxq and ypjq iid„ N pµy,Σyq. The differen-
tial network is parametrized by the difference between the two precision matrices, denoted by
Θ “ Σ´1x ´ Σ´1y . Under the Gaussian model, the entries of Θ can be interpreted as the differ-
ences in the partial covariances of each pair of observed variables between the two groups and
they measure changes in the conditional dependency relationships between these pairs. Such a
model of differential network has been adopted by Li et al. (2007), Sta¨dler and Mukherjee (2015),
Danaher et al. (2014), and Zhao et al. (2014) among others. Estimating the difference Θ between
the two precision matrices can naively be done by separately estimating Σ´1x and Σ´1y and tak-
ing the difference. In a high-dimensional data setting, which concerns many modern applications,
estimation of a precision matrix is possible under the key assumption that of sparsity, meaning
that each row and each column has relatively few nonzero entries (Yuan and Lin, 2007; Friedman
et al., 2008; Ravikumar et al., 2011; Yuan, 2010; Cai et al., 2011). There are two main issues with
such an approach. First, it is unclear how to tune the sparsity level for two precision matrices in
order to obtain the optimal differential network. Second, one needs to impose separate sparsity
assumptions on individual precision matrices, which may be too restrictive. As we review next, it is
possible to estimate a differential network by imposing a sparsity constraint only on Θ, allowing for
a possibility that the precision matrices Σ´1x and Σ´1y are dense. Alternative approaches include
joint estimation of Σ´1x and Σ´1y under the assumption that they are structurally similar (Chiquet
et al., 2011; Guo et al., 2011; Danaher et al., 2014; Mohan et al., 2014; Ma and Michailidis, 2016;
Majumdar and Michailidis, 2018), while Zhao et al. (2014), Xu and Gu (2016), Liu et al. (2017),
and Fazayeli and Banerjee (2016) directly estimate the differential network Θ. The latter approach
results in better estimators of differential networks as they do not estimate nuisance parameters
and require weaker assumptions.
We develop a novel method for statistical inference on differential networks when observations
are coming from a general pairwise graphical model, formally defined in Section 3, thus allowing
for applications where Gaussianity is not appropriate. Our method relies on the density ratio
estimation (Sugiyama et al., 2012), more specifically on Kullback-Leibler Importance Estimation
Procedure (KLIEP) (Sugiyama et al., 2008), which allows us to learn the parametrization of a
differential network directly without separately learning parameters of two probabilistic graphical
models. Liu et al. (2014) and Liu et al. (2017) studied consistent estimation of the differential graph
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structure using `1-regularized KLIEP objective, while Fazayeli and Banerjee (2016) established `2-
consistency of the parameters for the same procedure. The question of uncertainty quantification
for parameters of a differential network remains open. In this paper, we develop a new estimator for
parameters of a high-dimensional differential network, show that the sampling distribution of the
estimator is asymptotically normal, which allows us to construct confidence intervals and perform
hypothesis tests about unknown parameters of differential networks. The result is valid under a
wide range of data generating distributions and does not rely on perfect model selection, which
requires assumptions that are hard to satisfy in applications, including the incoherence condition
and a strong signal strength (Liu et al., 2017). In order to develop our results, we overcome a
number of issues that arise in characterizing the limiting distribution of the estimator for the two
sample problem. In particular, we carefully account for the biases and dependencies introduced
through approximation of the log-normalizing constant by samples from one of the distributions.
Furthermore, we develop a bootstrap procedure that allows us to construct simultaneous confidence
intervals for the differential network even in an ultra-high dimensional setting. This is achieved
by carefully showing that the bootstrap distribution approximates quantiles of a certain max-type
statistics well enough even when the number of vertices is much larger than the sample size.
Our paper contributes to the growing literature quantifying uncertainty about parameter es-
timates in a high-dimensional setting. Hypothesis testing and confidence intervals for the high
dimensional M-estimators are studied in Zhang and Zhang (2013), van de Geer et al. (2014), Javan-
mard and Montanari (2014), Belloni et al. (2013), Belloni et al. (2016), Javanmard and Montanari
(2014) and Meinshausen (2015). Related ideas have been developed in the context of Gaussian
graphical models (Jankova´ and van de Geer, 2015; Jankova´ and van de Geer, 2017; Ren et al.,
2015), elliptical copula models (Barber and Kolar, 2018; Lu et al., 2018), and Markov networks
(Wang and Kolar, 2016; Yu et al., 2016). Inferential techniques for high-dimensional differential
networks under Gaussian observation model have been only recently developed (Belilovsky et al.,
2016; Xia et al., 2015; Liu, 2017) and they rely on separate estimation of the models. We contribute
to this literature by developing a novel method for constructing hypothesis tests and confidence
intervals about parameters of differential networks under general pairwise probabilistic graphical
models without requiring estimation of individual models.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the notation and
necessary background. Section 2.1 introduces exponential families and undirected graphical models,
the Kullback-Leibler Importance Estimation Procedure is introduced in Section 2.2, and overview
of high-dimensional inference is given in Section 2.3. In Section 3, we present our methodology
for estimating edge parameters of the differential network and performing statistical inference.
Section 4 presents main theoretical results. In Section 5, we illustrate the performance of our
proposal in a simulation study. Section 6 contains applications to two data sets: voting records
of the 109th US Senate and and an alertness and motor control fMRI study. The discussion is
in Section 7. Supplementary materials contain all the technical proofs and additional simulation
results. The implementation of the proposed methodology can be obtained from: https://github.
com/mlakolar/KLIEPInference.jl.
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2 Preliminaries
We briefly introduce notations that will be used throughout this paper. For a positive integer d,
rds “ t1, . . . , du. Given a vector v P Rd and a subset S Ď rds, vS is the vector such that vS,k “ vk
for k P S, vS,k “ 0 otherwise. For k P rds, we let ek denote the vector with 1 in the k-th coordinate,
0 everywhere else. Given a vector v P Rd or a matrix M P Rdˆd and a partition Rd “ Rd1 ˆ Rd2 ,
the corresponding partition of v or M is given as
v “
„
v1
v2

or M “
„
M11 M12
M21 M22

.
For p P r1,8s, } ¨ }p : Rd Ñ r0,8q, }v}p “
´řd
k“1 |vk|p
¯1{p
denotes the usual `p-norm on Rd.
We drop the subscript for p “ 2 (the Euclidean norm). The notation is extended to q P r0, 1s as
}v}q “ řk1 |vk1 |q, the `q-“norm” of v. 00 ” 0 by convention, so that q “ 0 recovers the usual `0-
“norm”: }v}0 “ | supppvq| “ |tk : vk ‰ 0u|. Note the absence of the outer exponent: this preserves
sub-additivity at the cost of absolute homogeneity. The `q-“norms” can be viewed as generalized
sparsity measures.
When applied to matrices, these norms are to be understood as the norms on the corresponding
vectorizations. For example, for M P Rdˆd, }M}8 “ max1ďk,k1ďd |Mkk1 |. In this case, }M}8
coincides with the `1 Ñ `8 operator norm of M. For s ą 0, ||| ¨ |||s is the maximum s-sparse
eigenvalue, that is,
|||M|||s “ sup}v}0ďs,}v}“1
ˇˇ
vJMv
ˇˇ
.
Let panqně1 and pbnqně1 be sequences. We write an “ Opbnq or an À bn whenever |an{bn| ďM
for some M ą 0 for all sufficiently large n. We write an — bn when an À bn and bn À an
hold simultaneously. We write an “ opbnq to denote |an{bn| Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8. In particular,
an op1q-sequence is asymptotically vanishing. If instead these relationships hold with probability
approaching 1, we write OP, oP, ÀP, —P.
We use REM as a catch-all symbol for the remainder of an approximation, whose precise
definition varies according to the context and from line to line. Positive constants that depend only
on the fixed problem parameters are denoted as c0, c1, . . . , c
1
0, c
1
1, . . . , K0,K1, . . . , and their value
may change from line to line. They are never allowed to depend on the sample sizes nx and ny,
the node size m or the parameter dimension p (usually p “ `m2 ˘), or the sparsity level of the true
parameters }θ˚}qθ or }ωk˚}qk for k P rps and for fixed qθ, qk P r0, 1q. Φ is the cdf of the standard
Gaussian: Φpzq “ şz´8 φptq dt, where φpzq “ e´z2{2{?2pi. Convergence in probability is denoted by
PÝÑ. Finally, B¯%pθ˚q denotes the closed `1-ball of radius % centered at θ˚.
2.1 Exponential family and undirected graphical models
For X Ď Rm, consider a family Fγ of probability densities on X of the form
fpx;γq9 exp `γJψpxq˘ @x P X, (2.1)
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where γ P Rp is a vector of parameters and ψ : Xm Ñ Rp is some function. Writing the normalizer
or the partition function as
Zpγq “
ż
X
exp
`
γJψpxq˘ dx,
the full density is given by
fpx;γq “ Zpγq´1 exp `γJψpxq˘ ,
where we implicitly assume the family Fγ only contains densities with Zpγq ă 8. The family Fγ
is an exponential family with natural parameter γ and sufficient statistic ψpxq.
In this paper, we focus on the setting where γ “ pγvq Y pγuvq and ψ “ pψvq Y pψuvq with each
γv, γuv P R and ψv : XÑ R, ψuv : X2 Ñ R, ψuvpxu, xvq “ ψvupxv, xuq, u, v “ 1, . . . ,m. The focus is
natural from the graphical models point of view. The conditional dependency relationships among
the components of x “ pxvq „ fp ¨ ;γq can be read off of the sparsity pattern of the “off-diagonal”
pairwise natural parameters pγuvqu‰v. In particular, two components xu and xv are conditionally
independent given all the other components if and only if γuv “ 0. The conditional dependency
relationships in a probability distribution fp ¨ ;γq are commonly represented with an undirected
graph G “ pV,Eq, where the nodes in V are identified with the components of x, and an edge
exists between nodes u and v if and only if γuv ‰ 0.
A number of well-studied distributions have the form given in (2.1), as we illustrate next.
Example 1 (Undirected Gaussian graphical models). The most studied example of a probabilistic
graphical model is the case of the undirected Gaussian graphical model. Suppose x „ N pµ,Σq. Then
the density of x is of the form in (2.1) with sufficient statistics ψvpxvq “ xv and ψuvpxu, xvq “ xuxv,
and natural parameters γv “ pΣ´1µqv and γuv “ ´rΣ´1suv{2.
Example 2 (Ising model). The Ising model is a discrete Markov random field on the vertices of
the m-dimensional hypercube, X P t´1,`1um. The probability distribution is of the form in (2.1)
with γv, γuv P R and ψvpyvq “ yv, ψuvpyu, yvq “ yuyv, u ‰ v.
Example 3 (Truncated Gaussian distribution). The density of a truncated m-dimensional Gaus-
sian distribution supported on X is of the form
fpx;µ,Σ,Xq9 exp
ˆ
´1
2
px´ µqJΣ´1px´ µq
˙
@x P X.
Here, X is a bounded subset of Rm. The normalizing constant Zpµ,Σ;Xq in general does not have
an analytic form.
For notational convenience, we think of γ as a vector in Rp, where p “ `m2 ˘ (so, no “diago-
nal” parameters). The edges are indexed k “ 1, . . . , p, so that xk is a 2-vector with components
corresponding to the two end points of edge k.
The main focus of the paper is on the following two-sample problem for undirected graphical
models. Let fx, fy P Fγ , where γx,γy P Rp are unknown. Suppose we are given a pair of independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) samples
xp1q, . . . ,xpnxq iid„ fx and yp1q, . . . ,ypnyq iid„ fy,
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and Xnx “ txpiq : i “ 1, . . . , nxu and Yny “ typiq : i “ 1, . . . , nyu. Let n “ nx ` ny. We are
interested in answering the following fundamental question: Can we construct a
?
n-consistent
asymptotically normal estimator of the difference
θ˚ “ γx ´ γy
without estimating γx or γy even in a setting where nx, ny ! p? We positively answer this ques-
tion by constructing an estimator based on de-biasing the penalized Kullback-Leibler importance
estimator, which we introduce next.
2.2 The Kullback-Leibler Importance Estimation Procedure
We describe the Kullback-Leibler Importance Estimation Procedure (KLIEP) of Sugiyama et al.
(2008). Applied to the problem of difference learning in an exponential family, the KLIEP directly
estimates the difference parameter θ˚ without having to estimate either γx or γy (Liu et al., 2014,
2017). This gives the procedure an edge in high-dimensional settings by shifting the burden of
assumptions from the individual parameters to their difference, which is what is actually of interest.
The special characteristic of the KLIEP derives from the fact that for a pair of probability
densities from the same exponential family, their density ratio depends on the parameters only
through the difference. Indeed, the ratio of fx to fy is
rθ˚pxq “ fxpxq
fypxq “
Zpγyq exp
`
γJx ψpxq
˘
Zpγxq exp
`
γJy ψpxq
˘ “ exp `θ˚Jψpxq˘
Zypθ˚q
where1
Zypθ˚q “ Zpγxq
Zpγyq “
Zpθ˚ ` γyq
Zpγyq . (2.2)
Thus, the ratio of fx to fy can be parametrized with just the difference θ
˚.
The density ratio gives an alternative characterization of fx as fx “ rθ˚fy. Indeed, any density
in Fγ may be factored as the product of the density ratio and fy. Thus, θ˚ itself can be characterized
as the minimizer of the KL divergence from fx to rθfy:
θ˚ “ arg min
θ
DKLpfx}rθfyq “ arg min
θ
ż
X
log
fxpxq
rθpxqfypxq fxpxq dx. (2.3)
Keeping only the part of the divergence that depends on θ, (2.3) is seen to be equivalent to
θ˚ “ arg min
θ
´Ex
“
θJψpxq‰` logEy “exp `θJψpyq˘‰ , (2.4)
where we note that
ş
X rθpxqfypxq dx ” 1 always and Zypθq “ EyrexppθJψpyqs.
In our problem set-up, we are given i.i.d. observations from fx and from fy, and the goal is to
find the difference θ˚ from the data. The natural thing to try is to replace the expectations in (2.4)
with the empirical counterparts to obtain the empirical KLIEP loss
`KLIEPpθ; Xnx ,Ynyq “ ´ 1nx
nxÿ
i“1
θJψpxpiqq ` log
#
1
ny
nyÿ
j“1
exp
´
θJψpypjqq
¯+
. (2.5)
1The y in the subscript of Zy draws attention to the fact that the new normalizer is with respect to a new base
measure defined by fy.
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The estimator of θ˚ can be obtained then as
θ̂KLIEP “ arg min
θ
`KLIEPpθ; Xnx ,Ynyq. (2.6)
Since the loss function `KLIEP is convex in θ, any number of standard procedures from convex
optimization can be used to find the global minimizer θ̂.
The KLIEP is immediately applicable to learning differences between pairwise graphical mod-
els. In Section 2.1, we saw that undirected graphical models are realized as densities from an
exponential family. As the KLIEP can be utilized as a direct difference learner precisely when the
data are generated from an exponential family, the KLIEP can be regarded as a method for direct
estimation of the difference graph between a pair of undirected graphical models. While direct
estimation of Gaussian differential networks is possible by utilizing certain linearity properties that
are particular to multivariate Gaussian distributions, there are no specialized tools for learning
differential networks using samples from a general undirected graphical models. The KLIEP is a
general-purpose tool that can be used on any undirected graphical model family, and that can be
implemented as a tractable convex optimization program.
As discussed in Appendix C.1 the KLIEP can be viewed as an approximate maximum likelihood
procedure and, as such, the KLIEP estimator θ̂KLIEP is
?
n-consistent and asymptotically normal
in low-dimensions. Once ny ď p, however, `KLIEP is no longer strictly convex, and consistent
estimation becomes something of a challenge.
Liu et al. (2017) and Fazayeli and Banerjee (2016) have studied consistency properties of pe-
nalized versions of KLIEP in high-dimensional settings using different structure-inducing norms.
For example, when the difference θ˚ is believed to be sparse, Liu et al. (2017) proposed the sparse
KLIEP estimator θˇ as the minimizer of the `1-penalized KLIEP objective:
θˇ P arg min
θ
`KLIEPpθ; Xnx ,Ynyq ` λ}θ}1, (2.7)
where λ is a tuning parameter controlling the sparsity of the estimator. Under suitable conditions,
in particular the incoherence and the beta-min condition, the sparse KLIEP estimator θˇ is shown
to consistently recover the positions of the nonzero elements of θ˚. However, such a result is not
sufficient for doing statistical inference, as we shall see in the next section.
2.3 Statistical inference in high-dimensions
Classical results on M-estimators in a low-dimensional setting, under suitable conditions, state that
the estimators are asymptotically unbiased and their limiting distribution can be approximated by
a normal law (van der Vaart, 1998). In a high-dimensional setting, the use of regularizers, and
more generally model selection, introduces non-negligible bias and complicates the limiting law of
the estimators. We adopt the approach of Chernozhukov et al. (2015) and Ning and Liu (2017) to
develop an inference procedure for the edge parameters in a differential network.
Suppose we are interested in constructing an unbiased estimator of θ1˚ P R, where θ˚ “ pθ1˚ ,θ2˚ q,
while treating θ2˚ P Rp´1 as a nuisance parameter. We consider estimators that arise as zeros of
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score functions G of the form2
Gpθ1; θˇ2q “ ωJ∇`KLIEPpθ1; θˇ2q,
where ω P Rp, and θˇ2 is a consistent, but not ?n-consistent, estimator of θ2˚ .
The obvious na¨ıve approach that sets ∇1`KLIEPpθ1; θˇ2q is an example with ω “ e1. This ap-
proach ceases to work with high-dimensional θˇ2 as this score is typically not insensitive to perturba-
tions in the nuisance components. To see this, consider an asymptotic expansion of∇1`KLIEPpθ1; θˇ2q
about θ˚ “ pθ1˚ ,θ2˚ q,
∇1`KLIEPpθq “ ∇1`KLIEPpθ˚q `Σψ,11pθ1 ´ θ1˚ q `Σψ,12pθˇ2 ´ θ2˚ q ` REM, (2.8)
where Σψ “ Covxrψpxqs.3 This leads to an asymptotic linear representation of the estimator θ˜1
obtained as a root of ∇1`KLIEPpθ1, θˇ2q “ 0,
?
n
´
θ˜1 ´ θ1˚
¯
“ ´?nΣ´1ψ,11∇1`KLIEPpθ˚q ´
?
nΣ´1ψ,11Σψ,12pθ2 ´ θ˚q ` REM. (2.9)
While the first term
?
nΣ´1ψ,11∇1`KLIEPpθ˚q is centered and asymptotically normal, the second
term
?
nΣ´1ψ,11Σψ,12pθˇ2 ´ θ2˚ q is not in a high-dimensional setting. Indeed, we shall show that
||θˇ2´θ2˚ || ď
a||θ˚||0 log p{n under the sparsity assumption on θ˚, indicating that the second term
diverges. This also explains why a na¨ıve estimator that re-fits after a variable selection may do
poorly, unless the true sparse model is selected, as we observe in simulations in Section 5.
By examining (2.8), one can see that the reason that ω “ e1 is not a good choice is because
the nuisance components of Σψe1 are in general nonzero, making the product Σψ,12pθˇ2 ´ θ2˚ q non-
vanishing. This is easily fixed if we choose ω as the corresponding column of an approximate inverse
to Σψ, so that Σψω « e1 instead. Even in a high-dimensional setting, one can find ω that satisfies
 ∇2`KLIEPpθ˚qω ´ e1(J
«
θ̂1 ´ θ1˚
θˇ2 ´ θ2˚
ff
“ oP
´
n´1{2
¯
. (2.10)
For such an ω, ωJ∇`KLIEPpθ1;θ2q has the first-order Taylor approximation about θ˚ “ pθ1˚ ,θ2˚ q,
ωJ∇`KLIEPpθq “ ωJ∇`KLIEPpθ˚q ` ωJ∇2`KLIEPpθ˚qpθ ´ θ˚q ` REM
“ ωJ∇`KLIEPpθ˚q ` pθ1 ´ θ1˚ q `
 ∇2`KLIEPpθ˚qω ´ e1(J pθ ´ θ˚q ` REM.
The resulting estimator θ̂1 then has the expansion
?
n
´
θ̂1 ´ θ1˚
¯
“ ´?nωJ∇`KLIEPpθ˚q ´ ?n
 ∇2`KLIEPpθ˚qω ´ e1(J
«
θ̂1 ´ θ1˚
θˇ2 ´ θ2˚
ff
` REM. (2.11)
In contrast to (2.9), the bias terms in (2.11) are still vanishing after
?
n-scaling.
2Although G can be thought of as a function of the full parameter θ, we write Gpθ1;θ2q to emphasize its primacy
in estimating θ1.
3See Lemma C.1 for justification.
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Next, we explain how θ̂1 is obtained in practice. We discuss two methods: one-step estimation
and double-selection.
Given an initial estimate θˇ sufficiently close to θ˚ and ω satisfying (2.10), the corresponding
one-step estimator θ̂1+1 for θ1˚ is
θ̂1+1 “ θˇ1 ´ ωJ∇`KLIEPpθˇq. (2.12)
This has the interpretation as the approximate solution to ωJ∇`KLIEPpθq “ 0 after one Newton
step starting from θˇ (see van der Vaart, 1998, for a classical treatment of one-step estimators and
their properties).
In a high-dimensional setting, θˇ and ω are sparse estimates obtained through a variable selection
procedure. The double-selection estimator θ̂2+1 for θ1˚ is
pθ̂2+1 , ˇˇθ2q Ð argmin `KLIEPpθq subject to supppθq Ď t1u Y supppθˇq Y supppωq. (2.13)
In particular, θ̂2`1 is a component of the minimizer constrained to the combined estimated support.
Observe that θ̂2+1 may be regarded as a solution to the estimating equation
Gpθ1, ˇˇθ2q “ ωJ∇`KLIEPpθ1, ˇˇθ2q “ 0.
Under suitable conditions, ˇˇθ2 has the same rate of convergence as θˇ and, hence, (2.10) is also
satisfied.
3 Methodology
In Section 3.1, we present the Sparse Kullback-Leibler Importance Estimation with One-step esti-
mation (SparKLIE+1) for constructing an asymptotically normal and unbiased estimator of change
in a single pre-specified edge. In Section 3.2, we present the bootstrap sketching procedures for
constructing simultaneous confidence intervals and hypothesis tests.
3.1 SparKLIE+1 for single-edge comparisons
The SparKLIE+1 implemented with `1-penalty consists of the following three steps.
Input The data, a pair of positive regularization parameters λθ and λk.
Output The one-step estimate θ̂k of the change in edge k.
Step 1. Use the sparse KLIEP procedure to obtain θˇ as
θˇ Ð arg min
θ
`KLIEPpθ; Xnx ,Ynyq ` λθ}θ}1. (3.1)
Step 2. Estimate a row of the inverse of the Hessian by solving the following optimization program,
ωˇk Ð arg min
ω
1
2ω
J∇2`KLIEPpθˇqω ´ ωJek ` λk}ω}1. (3.2)
Step 3. Obtain the estimator θ̂k of θk˚ by applying one-step correction to θˇk as
θ̂k Ð θˇk ´ ωˇJk∇`KLIEPpθˇq. (3.3)
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The procedure as given is for one scalar parameter of interest. When more than one parameter
is of interest, Steps 2 and 3 are iterated over each one.
Note that the optimization problems in Steps 1 and 2 are provided only for concreteness. In
order to establish that θ̂k is
?
n-consistent and asymptotically normal, we only require that θˇ and
ωˇk converge sufficiently fast. See Theorem 4.2 below. For example, the user may choose to employ
re-fitting after Step 1 or Step 2. Specifically, the following can be carried out after the sparse
KLIEP step:
θˇ1 Ð arg min
θ
`KLIEPpθ; Xnx ,Ynyq subject to supppθq Ď supppθˇq. (3.4)
Similarly, Step 2 may be augmented with the following:
ωˇ1k Ð arg minω
1
2ω
J∇2`KLIEPpθˇqω ´ ωJek subject to supppωq Ď supppωˇq. (3.5)
The tuning parameters λθ and λk are chosen so as to dominate the gradients. In theory,
λθ Á
a
log p{n and λk Á }ωk˚}1
a
log p{n suffice (see Lemmas C.2 and C.3), but the particular
constants depend on the regularity of the density ratio and are typically unknown. In practice, the
tuning parameters may be picked by cross-validation or by adapting the bootstrap methods that
are the topic of Section 3.2. For Step 2, we have found the performance of the scaled lasso with
canonical penalty levels to work well (Sun and Zhang, 2013).
For statistical inference, we also require a consistent estimator of the variance of
?
n θ̂k. We
recommend
σ̂2k “ ωˇJk Ŝpooledωˇk, (3.6)
where
Ŝpooled “ n
nx
Ŝψ ` n
ny
Ŝψr̂pθ̂q.
Ŝψ and Ŝψr̂pθ̂q are the usual sample covariances of tψpxpiqqunxi“1 and tψpypjqqr̂θ̂pypjqqunyj“1, respec-
tively, where r̂θpyq is the empirical density ratio estimate
r̂θpyq “ exp
`
θJψpyq˘
Ẑypθq
with Ẑypθq “ 1
ny
nyÿ
j“1
exp
´
θJψpypjqq
¯
.
Explicitly, Ŝψ and Ŝψr̂pθq are given by
Ŝψ “ 1
nx
nxÿ
i“1
ψpxpiqqψpxpiqqJ ´ψψJ, ψ “ 1
nx
nxÿ
i“1
ψpxpiqq, (3.7)
Ŝψr̂pθq “ 1
ny
nyÿ
i“1
r̂2θpypjqqψpypjqqψpypjqqJ ´ µ̂pθqµ̂pθqJ, µ̂pθq “ 1ny
nyÿ
j“1
ψpypjqq r̂θpypjqq. (3.8)
Corollary 4.3 implies that if zα “ Φ´1p1´α{2q is the p1´α{2q-quantile of a standard Gaussian,
then
P
!?
n pθ̂k ´ θk˚q{σ̂k ď zα
)
« P tN p0, 1q ď zαu “ 1´ α{2. (3.9)
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The approximation (3.9) gives a basis for constructing confidence intervals and carrying out hy-
pothesis tests. Specifically, the interval
θ̂k ˘ zα ˆ σ̂k{?n (3.10)
is an asymptotically valid 100ˆ p1´ αq% confidence interval for θk˚ . The null hypothesis
H0 : γx,k “ γy,k ðñ H0 : θk˚ “ 0
may be tested with the test statistic
Zk,nx,ny “
?
n θ̂k{σ̂k. (3.11)
The test that rejects the null hypothesis for |Zk,nx,ny | ą zα asymptotically has the nominal size.
Our simulation study in Section 5 shows that both (3.10) and (3.11) are fairly accurate and robust
even at relatively small sample sizes.
For a fixed collection of edges I Ď rps, we can similarly show that
?
n Σ̂
´1{2
I pθ̂I ´ θI˚q « N p0, Iq,
where
Σ̂I “ ΩˇJI ŜpooledΩˇI
and ΩˇI “ pωˇkqkPI is the pˆ|I| matrix with the columns given by ωˇk. This allows us to borrow the
standard tools of multivariate normal inference, and construct simultaneous confidence intervals
based on ellipsoidal confidence sets. When I is a large set, and possibly contains all of the edges rps,
the above approximation becomes inaccurate. In that setting, we recommend basing the statistical
inference on the extreme statistic
Tnx,ny ,I “ max
kPI
?
n |θ̂k ´ θk˚ |.
As we discuss next, accurate approximation of the quantiles of Tnx,ny ,I is possible even in a high-
dimensional settings using bootstrap.
3.2 High-dimensional comparisons with bootstrap sketching
We present two bootstrap sketching procedures for estimating the quantiles of
Tnx,ny ,I “ max
kPI
?
n |θ̂k ´ θk˚ | or Wnx,ny ,I “ max
kPI
?
n |θ̂k ´ θk˚ |{σ̂k (3.12)
for I Ď rps large. In the above, σ̂2k is a consistent estimator of the variance, such as (3.6). To
lighten the notation, we restrict ourselves to the setting I “ rps and drop the dependence on I, as
well as on nx and ny.
The first method we give can be seen as a variant of the empirical bootstrap that is applicable to
de-biased M-estimators in general. The second involves adapting the Gaussian multiplier bootstrap
for a nonlinear statistics. We call our methods bootstrap sketching procedures rather than simply
bootstrap, as neither of our procedures go through producing exact bootstrap replicates of the
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target estimator. In the case of the former, our procedure skips over certain steps to alleviate the
computational cost in high-dimensions. In the case of the latter, the nonlinearity of our estimator
makes some kind of linear approximation unavoidable.
First, we give the empirical bootstrap version.
Input
The data and the regularization parameter λθ (inputs to the SparKLIE+1).
Ωˇ and θ̂ (outputs of the SparKLIE+1)
Output An estimate ĉT,α or ĉW,α of the p1´ αq-quantile of T or W .
Step 1. For b “ 1, . . . , nb,
Draw X
pbq
nx “ txp1,bq, . . . ,xpnx,bqu and Ypbqny “ typ1,bq, . . . ,ypny ,bqu.
Compute
θˇpbq Ð minimize `KLIEPpθ; Xpbqnx ,Ypbqny q ` λ}θ}1
θ̂pbq Ð θˇpbq ´ ΩˇJ∇`KLIEPpθˇpbq; Xpbqnx ,Ypbqny q ´ ΩˇJ∇`KLIEPpθ̂; Xnx ,Ynyq. (3.13)
Compute
T̂ pbq Ð max
k
?
n
ˇˇˇ
θ̂
pbq
k ´ θ̂k
ˇˇˇ
or
Ŵ pbq Ð max
k
?
n
ˇˇˇ
θ̂
pbq
k ´ θ̂k
ˇˇˇ
{σ̂k.
Step 2. Find the p1´ αq-quantile as
ĉT,α Ð tp1´ αqnbu-th order statistic of tT̂ pbq : b “ 1, . . . , nbu
or
ĉW,α Ð tp1´ αqnbu-th order statistic of tŴ pbq : b “ 1, . . . , nbu.
The de-biasing step requires some justification. In (3.13), one may be tempted to do instead
θ˜pbq Ð θˇpbq ´ ΩˇJ∇`KLIEPpθˇpbq; Xpbqnx ,Ypbqny q
by analogy to (3.3). In high dimensions, however, this can result in replicates that are not cen-
tered at θ̂ due to the fact that ΩˇJ∇`KLIEPpθ̂; Xnx ,Ynyq may not be negligible.4 Indeed, θ˜pbq has
expansion
θ˜pbq ´ θ̂ « ´ΩˇJ∇`KLIEPpθ̂; Xpbqnx ,Ypbqny q,
and the right-hand side has the conditional mean
E
”
ΩˇJ∇`KLIEPpθ̂; Xpbqnx ,Ypbqny q
ˇˇˇ
Xnx ,Yny
ı
“ ΩˇJ∇`KLIEPpθ̂; Xnx ,Ynyq.
4In fact, ΩˇJ∇`KLIEPpθ̂; Xnx ,Yny q has the same order as ΩˇJ∇`KLIEPpθˇ; Xnx ,Yny q.
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Therefore, the additional bias correction term is necessary in general. This is in contrast to the
low-dimensional setting, where the gradient typically vanishes at the sample estimate.
A full procedure that makes use of the empirical distributions of Xnx and Yny would be required
to go through the estimation of an approximate inverse to the Hessian (3.2). This, however, is
prohibitively expensive for large p. It is also somewhat wasteful, as Ωˇ is only required to be
approximate to begin with per (2.10). Our procedure, by avoiding the costly matrix inversion, is
far cheaper but nonetheless gives good estimates as can be seen from the simulations in Section 5.2.
Although the empirical bootstrap sketching procedure is an improvement on the full empirical
bootstrap, it is by no means computationally cheap. As an alternative, we next present the multi-
plier bootstrap approach based on the linear approximation principle that can give faster results.
The multiplier bootstrap version of our method uses i.i.d. N p0, 1q-weights.
Input The data, consistent estimates Ωˇ and θ̂.
Output An estimate ĉT,α or ĉW,α of the p1´ αq-quantile of T or W .
Step 1. For b “ 1, . . . , nb,
Draw ξ
pb,1q
x , . . . , ξ
pb,nxq
x , ξ
pb,1q
y , . . . , ξ
pb,nyq
y
iid„ N p0, 1q.
Compute
T̂ pbq “ max
k
1?
n
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
C
ωˇk,
n
nx
nxÿ
i“1
´
ψpxpiqq ´ψ
¯
ξpb,iqx
´ n
ny
nyÿ
j“1
´
ψpypjqqr̂
θ̂
pypjqq ´ µ̂pθ̂q
¯
ξpb,jqy
Gˇˇˇˇ
ˇ (3.14)
or
Ŵ pbq “ max
k
1?
n
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
C
ωˇk,
n
nx
nxÿ
i“1
´
ψpxpiqq ´ψ
¯
ξpb,iqx
´ n
ny
nyÿ
j“1
´
ψpypjqqr̂
θ̂
pypjqq ´ µ̂pθ̂q
¯
ξpb,jqy
Gˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
O
σ̂k. (3.15)
Step 2. Find the p1´ αq-quantile as
ĉT,α Ð tp1´ αqnbu-th order statistic of tT̂ pbq : b “ 1, . . . , nbu
or
ĉW,α Ð tp1´ αqnbu-th order statistic of tŴ pbq : b “ 1, . . . , nbu.
Although we have kept our notations for the SparKLIE+1 estimator and a by-product, the
approximate inverse of the Hessian in our list of input arguments, θ̂ or Ωˇ can, in principle, be any
consistent estimators. This is because in contrast to the more familiar empirical bootstrap-based
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approach, the Gaussian multiplier bootstrap approach does not actually generate bootstrap repli-
cates θ̂pbq of the SparKLIE+1 estimator θ̂, but instead relies on the asymptotic linear representation
of the deviations θ̂ ´ θ˚. The validity of our procedure is implied by Theorem 4.4 in Section 4.3.
Inference is straightforward once we have ĉT,α or ĉW,α. A formula for a 100ˆ p1´ αq% simul-
taneous confidence region is given by
θ̂ ˘ ĉT,α{?n or θ̂ ˘ ĉW,α σ̂{?n, (3.16)
where σ̂ “ pσ̂kqpk“1 is the vector of standard errors. Similarly, an asymptotically valid test of equal
graphs
Hglobal : γx “ γy ðñ Hglobal : θ˚ “ 0
is given by the test that rejects when
Tnx,ny ą ĉT,α or Wnx,ny ą ĉW,α. (3.17)
In a hypothesis testing setting, the hypothesized value, for example, θ0 “ 0, is used in place of an
estimate such as θ̂ in computation of quantiles.
4 Theory
We present our main theoretical results, Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.4, as well as their corollaries.
Theorem 4.2 in Section 4.2 states that the SparKLIE+1 estimator is approximately normal and
unbiased, thereby providing theoretical justification for the inference procedures based on the nor-
mal theory. Theorem 4.4 in Section 4.3, on the other hand, establishes the consistency of Gaussian
multiplier bootstrap for estimating the quantiles of the extreme statistics (3.12). Section 4.1 lay
out the model assumptions under which the theoretical guarantees are expected to hold.
As in Section 2.1, θ˚ denotes the true difference: θ˚ “ γx´γy. This is the focus of our inference,
and the target of the estimation procedure in the first step of the SparKLIE+.
We introduce ωk˚ “ Σ´1ψ ek for k P rps, where Σψ “ Covxrψpxqs. In other words, ωk˚ is the k-th
column of the inverse of the covariance matrix of the sufficient statistics under fx. We will show
that ∇2`KLIEPpθ˚q « Σψ, so one can interpret the second step of the SparKLIE+ as an estimation
procedure for ωk˚ . For theoretical analysis, this viewpoint is helpful.
4.1 Assumptions
We present the conditions required for the main results presented in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. Our first
condition is a requirement on the regularity of the density ratio rθpyq.
Condition 1 (bounded density ratio model). There exist % ą 0 such that
M´1r ď rθpyq ďMr a.s. for all θ with }θ ´ θ˚}1 ď %
for some Mr “Mrp%q ě 1.
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For convenience, we fix % “ }θ˚}1 for the rest of the paper.
Proposition 4.1 says that Condition 1 is equivalent to a boundedness condition on the sufficient
statistics, a claim that was stated without proof for the `2-norm in Liu et al. (2017). The proposition
actually holds more generally for any norm-dual norm pair, and is proven in full generality in
Appendix B.1. Our choice of `1´ `8 pair is motivated by its applicability to Ising or Potts models
or truncated Gaussian distributions with bounded support. The choice is also natural given the
structural assumptions in the parameters.
Proposition 4.1 (bounded sufficient statistics). Condition 1 is satisfied if and only if there exists
Mψ ă 8 such that
}ψpxq}8 “ max
k
|ψkpxkq| ďMψ a.s.
In general, regularity conditions on the density ratio tend to induce even stronger regular-
ity conditions on the sufficient statistics. By the identity, Ẑypθq{Zypθq “ n´1y
řny
j“1 rθpypjqq,
Ẑypθq{Zypθq P rM´1r ,Mrs. Moreover, r̂θpyq “ pẐypθq{Zypθqqrθpyq, so that
M´2r ďM´1r p1´ oPp1qq ď r̂θpyq ďMr p1` oPp1qq ďM2r . (4.1)
The outer, absolute bounds are obvious; the inner inequalities require Lemma B.2.
Our next assumption imposes regularity conditions on the population covariances of ψpxq under
fx and fy, as well as that of pψpyq ´ µψqrθ˚pyq under fy. Recall that Σψ “ Covxrψpxqs, and let
Σψr “ Covyrpψpyq ´ µψqrθ˚pyqs, where µψ “ Exrψpxqs “ Eyrψpyqrθ˚pyqs.
Condition 2 (bounded population eigenvalues). There exist 0 ă κ ď κ¯ ă 8 such that
κ ď min
}v}ď1,v‰0
vJΣψv ď max}v}ď1,v‰0v
JΣψv ď κ¯
and
κ ď min
}v}ď1,v‰0
vJΣψrv ď max}v}ď1,v‰0v
JΣψrv ď κ¯.
Condition 2 is a natural one, and ensures that the problem is well behaved (Liu et al., 2017). A
lower bound on the minimum eigenvalues ensures that the model is identifiable. The upper bound
ensures that the loss function is smooth, and can be regarded as analogous to the assumption on
the log-normalizing function in Yang et al. (2015). These bounds will naturally appear in bounding
the convergence of ∇2`KLIEPpθq to Σψ, as well as in bounding the variance of the estimator σ2k.
Conditions imposed here are weaker than those in Liu et al. (2017), as we do not hope to
correctly identify the support of the parameter θ˚. In particular, we do not need to assume the
incoherence condition, nor do we need to require that the nonzero components of θ˚ be large
enough. In fact, θ˚ is allowed to be weakly sparse.
We use n “ nx ` ny to denote the total number of observations. We assume nx — ny so that
n — nx, ny. It is helpful to think of nx and ny as sequences of integers, each defined by a sequence
in p0, 1q. That is to say, nx,n “ ηx,nn and ny,n “ ηy,nn with ηx,n ` ηy,n ” 1, ηx,n Ñ ηx, ηy,n Ñ ηy.
Similarly, p, }θ˚}qθ , }ωk˚}qk are all sequences indexed by n possibly diverging to 8.
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4.2 Finite-sample Gaussian approximation result for the SparKLIE+1
Specify an edge of interest k P rps. Let θˇ be any consistent estimator of θ˚, and let ωˇk be any
consistent estimator of ωk˚ “ Σ´1ψ ek. For λθ, λk, δθ, δk, δσ P r0, 1q, define an event
Eone “ Eonepλθ, λk, δθ, δk, δσq “$’’’&’’’%
(G.1) 2}∇`KLIEPpθ˚q}8 ď λθ, (G.2) 2}∇2`KLIEPpθ˚qωk˚ ´ ek}8 ď λk,
(E.1) }θˇ ´ θ˚}1 ď δθ, (E.2) }ωˇk ´ ωk˚}1 ď δk,
(B.1)
ˇˇˇ
1´ Ẑypθ˚qZypθ˚q
ˇˇˇ
À λθ, (B.2)
ˇˇˇ
1
ny
řny
j“1xωk˚ ,µψ ´ψpypjqqy rθ˚pypjqq
ˇˇˇ
À λk,
(V.1) 4}Ŝψ ´Σψ}8 ď δσ, (V.2) 4}Ŝψr̂pθ˚q ´Σψr}8 ď δσ
,///.///- .
Theorem 4.2 gives a finite-sample Gaussian approximation bound for a general SparKLIE+1
estimator.
Theorem 4.2. Assume Conditions 1 and 2. Let θ̂k be the SparKLIE+1 estimator constructed from
a pair of initial estimates θˇ and ωˇk as
θ̂k “ θˇk ´ ωˇJk∇`KLIEPpθˇq.
Suppose PpEoneq ě 1´ εone,n for some λθ, λk, δθ, δk, δσ P r0, 1q. Then,
sup
tPR
ˇˇˇ
P
!?
n pθ̂k ´ θk˚q{σ̂k ď t
)
´ Φptq
ˇˇˇ
ď ∆1 `∆2 `∆3 ` εone,n, (4.2)
where
∆1 À κ¯p1` κ
´1q}ωk˚}1{p2´qkqqk?
κ ηx,nηy,n
?
n
, (4.3)
∆2 À
c
ηx,nηy,n
κ{κ¯2
´
pδθ ` λθqpδk ` λkq ` p1` κ´1q}ωk˚}1{p2´qkqqk δ2θ
¯?
n, (4.4)
∆3 À pκ¯2{κq
´
p1` κ´1q2}ωk}2{p1´2qkqqk pδσ ` δθq ` δ2k
¯
. (4.5)
A proof is provided in Appendix A.1.
We highlight some of the technical difficulties in proving our result. The first has to do with
the control of the bias from the empirical density ratio estimates. Liu et al. (2017) and Fazayeli
and Banerjee (2016) focus on consistent support recovery, and it sufficed to control the dual norm
of the gradient for their purposes. Our result requires a more delicate control in which the leading
term is shown to converge to a normal distribution, while the error term vanishes after scaling by?
n. The second is about the restricted strong convexity of the Hessian at both θ˚ and θˇ. For
the bounded density ratio model portion of Liu et al. (2017), it is an assumption directly imposed
on the Hessian itself. By contrast, we start from the population-level assumptions to prove the
sample-level assumption in Liu et al. (2017). The proof is rather involved, mostly due to the weak
correlations in the empirical density ratio estimates. The details are found in Appendix C.4.
In Section 3.1, we gave a concrete implementation of the SparKLIE+1 using LASSO-type ob-
jectives to obtain consistent initial estimates of θ˚ and ωk˚ . Corollary 4.3 says that the conclusion of
Theorem 4.2 holds for this version of the SparKLIE+1, provided that the regularization parameters
are picked in a suitable way.
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Corollary 4.3. Assume Conditions 1 and 2. Let θ̂k be the SparKLIE+1 estimator constructed
from the solutions θˇ and ωˇk to the pair of `
1-regularized optimization problems (3.1) and (3.2) with
tuning parameters
λθ —
ˆ
log p
n
˙1{2
and λk — p1` κ´1q}ωk˚}1{p2´qkqqk
ˆ
log p
n
˙1{2
. (4.6)
Let s be a sequence of integers satisfying
s ě }θ˚}qθλ´qθθ _ }ωk˚}qkλ´qkk .
Let εRSC,n be a sequence in p0, 1q decreasing to 0. Then, provided that
ny ě C 1pκ¯{κ2qM2ψM2r s log2psq logpp_ nyq logpnyq{ε2RSC,n,
where C 1 ą 0 is the known, absolute constant determined in Lemma C.9, we have
Case 1. (weaker sparsity for θ˚)
sup
tPR
ˇˇˇ
P
!?
n pθ̂k ´ θk˚q{σ̂k ď t
)
´ Φptq
ˇˇˇ
ď O
¨˝
}θ˚}3qθ}ωk˚}
1´1`qk2´qk
qk
ˆ
log p
n
˙1´32 qθ´12 qk ?
n‚˛` εRSC,n ` c exp `´c1 log p˘ ,
if
}ωk˚}2qk
ˆ
n
log p
˙qk{2
À }θ˚}2qθ
ˆ
n
log p
˙qθ
and }ωk˚}2{p2´qkqqk À }θ˚}2qθ
ˆ
n
log p
˙qθ
.
Case 2. (weaker sparsity for ωk˚)
sup
tPR
ˇˇˇ
P
!?
n pθ̂k ´ θk˚q{σ̂k ď t
)
´ Φptq
ˇˇˇ
ď O
¨˝
}θ˚}qθ}ωk˚}
2`1´2qk2´qk
qk
ˆ
log p
n
˙1´12 qθ´qk ?
n‚˛` εRSC,n ` c exp `´c1 log p˘ ,
if
}θ˚}2qθ
ˆ
n
log p
˙qθ
À }ωk˚}2qk
ˆ
n
log p
˙qk{2
and }ωk˚}
2p1`qkq
2´qk
qk
ˆ
n
log p
˙qk{2
Á 1.
Case 3. (super weakly sparse regime)
sup
tPR
ˇˇˇ
P
!?
n pθ̂k ´ θk˚q{σ̂k ď t
)
´ Φptq
ˇˇˇ
ď O
¨˝
}θ˚}qθ}ωk˚}
1`1´qk2´qk
qk
ˆ
log p
n
˙1´12 qθ´12 qk ?
n‚˛` εRSC,n ` c exp `´c1 log p˘ ,
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if
}θ˚}2qθ
ˆ
n
log p
˙qθ
À }ωk˚}2{p2´qkqqk and }ωk˚}
2p1`qkq
2´qk
qk
ˆ
n
log p
˙qk{2
À 1.
A proof is provided in Appendix A.2.
Suppose both θ˚ and ωk˚ are exactly sparse with sparsity sθ “ }θ˚}0, sk “ }ωk˚}0, and sθ — sk.
Letting s “ sθ _ sk, the conclusion of Corollary 4.3 simplifies to
sup
tPR
ˇˇˇ
P
!?
n pθ̂k ´ θk˚q{σ̂k ď t
)
´ Φptq
ˇˇˇ
ď O
˜
s7{2 log p?
n
¸
` εRSC,n ` c exp
`´c1 log p˘ .
4.3 Finite-sample consistency for Gaussian multiplier bootstrap sketched quantiles
For k “ 1, . . . , p, let
L̂Bnx,ny ,k “ ´
1?
n
ωˇJk
#
η´1x,n
nxÿ
i“1
´
ψpxpiqq ´ψ
¯
ξpiqx ´ η´1y,n
nyÿ
j“1
´
ψpypjqqr̂θˇpypjqq ´ µ̂pθˇq
¯
ξpjqy
+
, (4.7)
where θˇ is a consistent estimator of θ, and
ξp1qx , . . . , ξpnxqx , ξp1qy , . . . , ξ
pnyq
y
iid„ N p0, 1q.
Note that
ψ “ 1
nx
nxÿ
i“1
ψpxpiqq and µ̂pθˇq “ 1
ny
nyÿ
j“1
ψpypjqqr̂θˇpypjqq
are the two components of ∇`KLIEPpθˇq. The centering is necessary for variance-matching, because
∇`KLIEPpθˇq ‰ 0 for high-dimensional estimators. In terms of (4.7), the bootstrap statistic (3.14)
is written as
T̂nx,ny “ max
k
|L̂Bnx,ny ,k|.
The multiplier bootstrap scheme presupposes that the conditional distribution of L̂Bnx,ny ,k is a
good proxy for the distribution of
?
n pθ̂k ´ θk˚q. It is not difficult to imagine that the conditional
distribution of L̂Bnx,ny ,k is a good proxy for the distribution of Lnx,ny ,k, where
Lnx,ny ,k “ ´ 1?n ω
˚J
k
#
η´1x,n
nxÿ
i“1
´
ψpxpiqq ´ µψ
¯
´ η´1y,n
nyÿ
j“1
´
ψpypjqqrθ˚pypjqq ´ µψ
¯+
.
Because Lnx,ny ,k is the leading term in the first-order Taylor approximation of
?
n pθ̂k ´ θk˚q, the
distribution of the former is also close to the distribution of the latter, and hence, the conditional
distribution of L̂Bnx,ny ,k can be used to estimate the quantiles of
?
n pθ̂k ´ θk˚q.
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Theorem 4.4 below is a finite-sample consistency result for bootstrap sketched quantiles using
Gaussian multiplier bootstrap. Let Σpooled be defined as in (3.6) and let Ω
˚ “ Σ´1ψ . Recall that
the k-th column of Ω˚ is ωk˚ . For λθ, pλkqpk“1, δθ, pδkqpk“1 P r0, 1q, define an event
Eall “ Eallpλθ, pλkqpk“1, δθ, pδkqpk“1q “$’&’%
(G.1) 2}∇`KLIEPpθ˚q}8 ď λθ, (G.2) 2}∇2`KLIEPpθ˚qωk˚ ´ ek}8 ď λk @ k,
(E.1) }θˇ ´ θ˚}1 ď δθ, (E.2) }ωˇk ´ ωk˚}1 ď δk @ k,
(B.1)
ˇˇˇ
1´ Ẑypθ˚qZypθ˚q
ˇˇˇ
À λθ, (B.2)
ˇˇˇ
1
ny
řny
j“1xωk˚ ,µψ ´ψpypjqqy rθ˚pypjqq
ˇˇˇ
À λk @ k
,/./- .
Put
q “ max tqk : k “ 1, . . . , pu and νn “ 1_max t}ωk˚}qk : k “ 1, . . . , pu ,
and set
Bn “ p1` κ
´1q9{2p1_ κ¯q3p1_Mψq3M3r ν21{p2´qqn?
ηx,n, ηy,n
(4.8)
and
δn “
ˆ
B2n log
7ppnq
n
˙1{6
. (4.9)
Theorem 4.4. Assume Conditions 1 and 2. Let θ̂ be the SparKLIE+1 estimator constructed from
θˇ and ωˇk, k “ 1, . . . , p:
θ̂ “ θˇ ´ ΩˇJ∇`KLIEPpθˇq,
where Ωˇ “ rωˇkspk“1 P Rpˆp is the matrix with the k-th column given by ωˇk. Suppose
D1 :“ max
k
c
ηx,nηy,n
κ{κ¯2
´
pδθ ` λθqpδk ` λkq ` p1` κ´1q}ωk˚}1{p2´qkqqk δ2θ
¯?
n À
ˆ
B2n log
4ppnq
n
˙1{6
,
(4.10)
D2 :“ max
k
κ{κ¯2
η2x,nη
2
y,n
δ2k ` p1` κq
3{κ¯2
ηx,nη2y,n
}ωk}2{p2´qkqqk pδθ ` λθq2 À
ˆ
B2n logppnq
n
˙1{3
. (4.11)
If PpEallq ě 1´ εall,n, then
sup
αPp0,1q
ˇˇ
P
 
Tnx,ny ď ĉT,α
(´ p1´ αqˇˇ “ Opδn ` εall,nq
with probability at least 1´ εall,n ´ n´1.
To get a better sense of the result, let us consider a special case when θ˚ and ωk˚ , k “ 1, . . . , p
are all exactly sparse, and θ̂ is constructed from `1-regularized estimators with the regularization
parameters picked as before. This is the content of Corollary 4.5 below.
Corollary 4.5. Assume Conditions 1 and 2. Assume additionally that θ˚ and ωk˚ are exactly
sparse with sθ “ }θ˚}0 and sk “ }ωk˚}0, k “ 1, . . . , p, and that sθ and sk, k “ 1, . . . , p are all
of comparable order so that s — sθ, sk, where s “ maxtsθ, sk : k “ 1, . . . , pu. Suppose θˇ and ωˇk,
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k “ 1, . . . , p are the solutions to p1 ` pq `1-regularized optimization problems (3.1) and (3.2) with
tuning parameters
λθ —
ˆ
log p
n
˙1{2
and λk —
ˆ
sk log p
n
˙1{2
, k “ 1, . . . , p.
Let εRSC,n be a sequence in p0, 1q decreasing to 0. Then, provided that
ny ě C 1pκ¯{κ2qM2ψM2r s log2psq logpp_ nyq logpnyq{ε2RSC,n,
where C 1 ą 0 is the known, absolute constant determined in Lemma C.9, we have
sup
αPp0,1q
ˇˇ
P
 
Tnx,ny ď ĉT,α
(´ p1´ αqˇˇ “ Opδn ` εRSC,n ` c exp `´c1 log p˘q
with probability at least 1´ εRSC,n ´ c exp p´c1 log pq ´ n´1.
Thus, we may use the Gaussian bootstrap sketched quantiles for simultaneous inference.
5 Simulation studies
We illustrate the finite sample performance of the methods introduced in Section 3 through exten-
sive simulations. Section 5.1 looks at the performance of the SparKLIE+ in statistical inference
problems involving a single edge. Section 5.2 assesses the performance of the empirical version of
the bootstrap sketching in simultaneous inference involving many edges.
5.1 Single-edge comparisons
In this section, we look at the performance of the SparKLIE+1 in inference problems about a single
edge. The performance of the SparKLIE+1 is compared to those of three alternatives:
Alternative 1. the oracle procedure,
Alternative 2. a na¨ıve re-fitting procedure,
Alternative 3. the SparKLIE+2, a variant of double-selection.
We describe each alternative next.
The oracle procedure is the procedure we would implement if we had the knowledge of the true
support of θ˚. In contrast to the other procedures, this is an infeasible procedure that we are using
as a benchmark for performance.
Input The data, the support of the true parameter S˚ “ supppθ˚q.
Output The oracle estimate θ̂oraclek of the change in edge k.
Step 1. Solve the constrained problem:
θ̂oracle Ð argmin
θ
`KLIEPpθ; Xnx ,Ynyq subject to supppθq Ď tku Y S˚,
θ̂oraclek Ð eJk θ̂oracle.
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The na¨ıve re-fitting procedure is a popular strategy for dealing with the bias in the sparse KLIEP
estimate θˇ (2.7) induced by the `1-penalty. After obtaining θˇ, the final estimate is computed by
minimizing `KLIEP on the estimated support Sˇθ “ supppθˇq. Under conditions that ensure correct
support recovery (Liu et al., 2017), which include a bound on the minimum signal strength and
an incoherence condition, the na¨ıve re-fitting procedure can produce consistent and asymptotically
normal estimates. Unfortunately, such conditions are too restrictive and do not lead to uniformly
valid inference procedures.
Input The data, a positive regularization parameter λθ.
Output The na¨ıve re-fited estimate θ̂na¨ıvek of the change in edge k
Step 1. Use the sparse KLIEP to select the support of θ˚:
θˇ Ð argmin
θ
`KLIEPpθ; Xnx ,Ynyq ` λθ}θ}1,
Sˇθ Ð supppθˇq.
Step 2. Fit to the selected support Sˇθ:
θ̂na¨ıve Ð argmin
θ
`KLIEPpθ; Xnx ,Ynyq subject to supppθq Ď tku Y Sˇθ,
θ̂na¨ıvek Ð eJk θ̂na¨ıve.
The SparKLIE+2 was briefly introduced in Section 2.3. Here, we provide additional details.
The SparKLIE+2 is asymptotically equivalent to the SparKLIE+1.
Input The data, a pair of positive regularization parameters λθ and λk.
Output The double-selection estimate θ̂2+k of the change in edge k.
Step 1. Make the initial selection on the support of θ:
θˇ Ð argmin
θ
`KLIEPpθ; Xnx ,Ynyq ` λθ}θ}1,
Sˇθ Ð supppθˇq.
Step 2. Make the initial selection on the support of ωk˚ :
ωˇk Ð argmin
ω
1
2ω
J∇2`KLIEPpθˇqω ´ ωJek ` λk}ω}1,
Sˇk Ð supppωˇkq.
Step 3. Fit to the combined support.
θ̂2+ Ð argmin
θ
`KLIEPpθ; Xnx ,Ynyq subject to supppθq Ď tku Y Sˇθ Y Sˇk,
θ̂2+k Ð eJk θ̂2+.
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The estimation of ωk˚ was performed using the scaled lasso to make our procedure as free from the
choice of tuning parameters as possible (Sun and Zhang, 2013). The universal penalty level λk was
fixed at the recommended level of
a
2 log p{ny, which was λk “ .195 for pm,nx, nyq “ p25, 150, 300q
and λk “ .154 for pm,nx, nyq “ p50, 300, 600q. From our numerical experience, we note that the
estimation procedure is not sensitive to small changes in the regularization parameter.
By contrast, we have found the sparse KLIEP to be somewhat more sensitive, although the
degree of sensitivity depended on the particular problem. For the simulation results presented
here, we picked λθ using another independent replicate of x- and y-sample pair. Starting from
a sufficiently large value of λ0 for which the estimated support was empty, we decreased λ0 on
a grid of values, and λθ was chosen as the last value on the grid before the support size saw a
drastic increase. In this way, we found λθ “ .350 for pm,nx, nyq “ p25, 150, 300q, and in the case of
pm,nx, nyq “ p50, 300, 600q, λθ “ .275 for the chains and λθ “ .225 for the trees (see Experiment 1
below). Our choice is admittedly ad hoc, and a more principled approach is desired. For example,
one could choose λθ based on an estimate of }∇`KLIEPpθ˚q}8 by adapting the bootstrap sketching
methods of Section 3.2.
Experiment 1. The goal of this experiment is to illustrate finite sample properties of the
estimators and the quality of the normal approximation given in Theorem 4.2. To do so, we
provide graphical summaries in the form of normal Q-Q plots and we give empirical coverage rate
for the normal-approximation-based confidence intervals.
First, we describe the data generating processes for the pairs of samples. We considered four
categories of underlying graphical structures. We label them as: chain (1), chain (2), tree (1), and
tree (2). Their graphical representations are given in Figures 1 to 4. The changes were picked with
the express purpose of violating the conditions for consistent support recovery in the sparse KLIEP
step.
The label “chain” or “tree” refers to the structure of the x-graph. In all cases, exactly five of
the edges in the difference graph were nonzero, only one of which was of interest. For chains, the
change of interest was always the edge between nodes 5 and 6. In the case of trees, the change of
interest was always the edge between nodes 1 and 3. The change of interest always had magnitude
0.2. Two of the nuisance changes were stronger signals with magnitude 0.4, while the remaining
nuisance changes were signals of comparable strengths with magnitude 0.2.
The edge weights were generated i.i.d. Unifp´1, 1q except for those five edges in the y-graph
that saw changes from the x-graph. For those edges, the edge weights of the y-graph were set
deterministically by applying the required changes to the edge weights of the x-graph. Also, the
signs of the changes were picked so that the resulting weights in y were still between ´1 and 1.
For each of the four graph-pair categories, we generated 25-node and 50-node versions. The
50-node version was generated from the 25-node version by embedding the smaller graph into the
larger one.
The actual x- and y-samples were realized as i.i.d. draws from Ising models corresponding to
the given pair of graphs. All the node potentials were set to zero. For sampling, we used a Gibbs
sampler with burn-in set to 3 000 and thinning set to 1 000. In the case of 25-node graphs —
p “ `252 ˘ “ 300 — the sample sizes were fixed at nx “ 150 and ny “ 300. For the 50-node graphs
— p “ `502 ˘ “ 1 225 — we had nx “ 300 and ny “ 600.
Table 1 gives the proportions of successful coverage in 1 000 independent replications of the
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Figure 1: Chain (1) pair. The component of interest is marked in red.
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Figure 2: Chain (2) pair. The component of interest is marked in red.
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Figure 3: Tree (1) pair. The component of interest is marked in red.
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Figure 4: Tree (2) pair. The component of interest is marked in red.
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Table 1: Proportion of successful coverage for single-edge CIs using normal approximation
x-graph y-graph m nx ny θ̂
na¨ıve θ̂1+ θ̂2+ θ̂oracle
chain
(1)
25 150 300 0.882 0.952 0.952 0.952
50 300 600 0.836 0.959 0.950 0.955
(2)
25 150 300 0.888 0.934 0.942 0.944
50 300 600 0.817 0.920 0.939 0.936
3-ary tree
(1)
25 150 300 0.893 0.956 0.941 0.940
50 300 600 0.865 0.963 0.956 0.945
(2)
25 150 300 0.919 0.963 0.941 0.951
50 300 600 0.858 0.951 0.936 0.942
normal-approximation-based confidence intervals at level α “ 0.05. Even though we have kept
our sample sizes small with pnx, nyq “ p150, 300q for 25-node graphs and pnx, nyq “ p300, 600q for
50-node graphs, the coverage rate of our estimator is on par with the oracle θ̂oracle and close to
the nominal level of 95% across all the data generating processes considered. By contrast, the
performance of the na¨ıve re-fitted estimator θ̂na¨ıve is wide of the mark. We also remark that the
coverage rate is similar for the double-selection estimator θ̂2+, as expected. Figures 5 to 8, as
well as additional details given in Appendix E, suggest that the inferior performance of the naive
re-fitted estimator can be traced back to its decidedly larger bias.
Experiment 2. We study the power of the normal-approximation-based hypothesis test of the
null hypothesis
H0 : γx,k “ γy,k ðñ H0 : θk˚ “ 0. (5.1)
Fixing the y-graph at the y-graph of the 25-node chain (1) described in Experiment 1, we vary the
change δ in the edge between node 5 and node 6 over the grid
δ P t´.75,´.60, . . . ,´.05, 0, .05, . . . , .60, .75u
under four different set-ups. They are
Setting 1. (none) the edge of interest is the only edge that changes from y to x,
Setting 2. (weak) there are two additional weak changes of magnitude 0.2,
Setting 3. (strong) there are two additional strong changes of magnitude 0.4, or
Setting 4. (mixed) there are both weak and strong changes.
See Figures 9 to 12 for corresponding graphical representations. The combination of the change
level and different set-ups yielded 124p“ 4ˆ 31q distinct x- and y-graph pairs.
As in Experiment 1, the x- and y-samples were realized as i.i.d. draws from Ising models by
running a Gibbs sampler with burn-in set to 3 000 and thinning set to 1 000. We kept the sample
sizes at the previous level for 25-node problems: nx “ 150 and ny “ 300.
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Figure 5: Chain (1) normal Q-Q plots for the na¨ıve re-fitting procedure, the SparKLIE+1 and the
SparKLIE+2. The oracle is marked in grey.
(a) 25 nodes
(b) 50 nodes
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Figure 6: Chain (2) normal Q-Q plots for the na¨ıve re-fitting procedure, the SparKLIE+1 and the
SparKLIE+2. The oracle is marked in grey.
(a) 25 nodes
(b) 50 nodes
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Figure 7: Tree (1) normal Q-Q plots for the na¨ıve re-fitting procedure, the SparKLIE+1 and the
SparKLIE+2. The oracle is marked in grey.
(a) 25 nodes
(b) 50 nodes
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Figure 8: Thee (2) normal Q-Q plots for the na¨ıve re-fitting procedure, the SparKLIE+1 and the
SparKLIE+2. The oracle is marked in grey.
(a) 25 nodes
(b) 50 nodes
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Figure 9: No nuisance signals. The component of interest is marked in red.
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Figure 10: Weak nuisance signals. The component of interest is marked in red.
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Figure 11: Strong nuisance signals. The component of interest is marked in red.
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Figure 12: Mixed nuisance signals. The component of interest is marked in red.
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For each x- and y-graph pair, the power of the normal-approximation-based test at level α “
0.05 was estimated as the number of rejections over 1 000 independent replications. Note that the
result for δ “ 0 estimates the size of the test.
The results are summarized graphically as Figure 13. The SparKLIE+1 estimator θ̂1+ and
the SparKLIE+2 estimator θ̂2+ behave similarly. The performance of the na¨ıve re-fitted estimator
θ̂na¨ıve, on the other hand, is similar to either the SparKLIE+1 or the SparKLIE+2 estimator in
the absence of nuisance changes (none) or when the nuisance changes have enough signal strength
to be detected reliably (strong), but is markedly different in the presence of weak nuisance signals
(weak or mixed).
Looking at the value of the graphs at δ “ 0, the test appears to be conservative when the two
graphs are identical, rejecting H0 (5.1) less than 5% of the time regardless of the estimator used.
It appears to be correctly calibrated with the addition of larger nuisance changes, again regardless
of the method. When both types of nuisance changes are present, only the test based on the
SparKLIE+2 appears to have the right size, although the graph for the SparKLIE+1 approaches
that for the SparKLIE+2 as |δ| grows. When there are only weak nuisance changes, both the
SparKLIE+1 and the SparKLIE+2 tests have the correct size, in contrast to the test based on the
na¨ıve re-fitted estimator, which is over-enthusiastic in its rejections.
5.2 Equal graph test with bootstrap sketched quantiles
We illustrate finite sample performance of the test (3.17) using the empirical bootstrap sketched
quantiles in evaluating the equal graph hypothesis (3.2). Specifically, we want to verify
P
 
Tnx,ny ą ĉT,α
ˇˇH0( ď α and P  Wnx,ny ą ĉW,α ˇˇH0( ď α
in simulations.
Experiment 3. First, we consider the setting where the difference network is an empty graph
with γ “ γx “ γy. The parameter γ was generated as a disjoint union of m{5 chains of length
5 for m P t25, 50, 100u. The nonzero edge weights were realized as i.i.d. draws from one of the
three distributions: Unifp0.2, 0.4q, Unifp´0.4,´0.2q, or Unifp´0.4,´0.2q Y p0.2, 0.4q. Note that
the nonzero edges of a Unifp0.2, 0.4q graph are all positively weighted, those of a Unifp´0.4,´0.2q
graph are all negatively weighted, and those of a Unifp´0.4,´0.2q Y p0.2, 0.4q graph are a mix of
positive and negative values. Each graph was generated once and fixed throughout Experiment 3.
Both x- and y-samples were realized as 1 000p“ 500 ` 500q i.i.d. draws from the same Ising
model. Sampling was done using a Gibbs sampler with burn-in set to 3 000 and thinning set to
2 000. 1 000 independent replicates of x- and y-sample pairs were generated. The regularization
parameters in the SparKLIE+1 were fixed at λθ “
a
4 log p{nx and λk “
a
4 log p{ny. The p1´αq-
quantiles of the statistics in (3.12) were estimated with the empirical version of bootstrap sketching
for nb “ 300 over α P t0.10, 0.05, 0.01u
From Table 2, we see that the test rejects H0 at rates close to the target type I error rate for a
wide range of α values.
Experiment 4. Next, we examine the power as a function of the number and the magnitude of
the changes. With the setting as in in Experiment 3, we generate the x-samples and the y-samples
from distinct Ising models. Each x-graph was generated as in Experiment 3, but the y-graph in the
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Figure 13: Power under different nuisance signal strengths
(a) none (b) weak
(c) strong (d) mixed
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Table 2: Type I error rate using empirical bootstrap sketched quantiles
m
edge
type
α
ĉT,α ĉW,α
0.10 0.05 0.01 0.10 0.05 0.01
25
positive 0.093 0.049 0.015 0.100 0.051 0.014
mixed 0.092 0.040 0.007 0.105 0.044 0.009
negative 0.096 0.041 0.006 0.087 0.043 0.009
50
positive 0.105 0.054 0.009 0.086 0.051 0.012
mixed 0.091 0.043 0.008 0.100 0.054 0.018
negative 0.097 0.053 0.013 0.103 0.045 0.015
100
positive 0.092 0.042 0.011 0.105 0.046 0.009
mixed 0.096 0.045 0.006 0.098 0.051 0.012
negative 0.094 0.048 0.006 0.103 0.044 0.010
pair was generated by modifying a small number of edges in the x-graph. This was done by first
picking sθ P t1, 3, 5u edges uniformly at random from the set of all possible edges, and then for each
edge in the difference graph, drawing δ „ Unifpl, l`0.1q for l P t0, .05, .10, . . . , .50u independently of
everything else, and subtracting from the chosen edges in the x-graph. Note that l “ 0 represents a
weak signal case rather than a repeat of the previous experiment. As in Experiment 3, the number
of nodes were varied as m P t25, 50, 100u. The power plots are displayed in Figure 14 for α “ 0.05.
6 Real data examples
We apply our method to analyze the voting records of the 109th US Senate and an fMRI data.
6.1 Voting records of the 109th United States Senate
We apply our procedure to compare the voting records in the 109th US Senate between the first
half (January 3, 2005 - January 16, 2006) and the second half (January 16, 2006 - January 3, 2007).
The period coincides with the fifth and sixth years of George W. Bush’s presidency, with Hurricane
Katrina being a notable event. The data we analyze is a subset of the data that were analyzed in
Roy et al. (2017), which the authors kindly made available to us in the processed form. The original
data are taken from the website www.voteview.com and were processed to remove procedural votes
and deal with abstentions, as described in detail in Roy et al. (2017).
Our interest in the 109th Senate stems from the fact that this Senate saw one change in member-
ship halfway through its term. Specifically, on January 16, 2006, Democrat Jon Corzine resigned
in order to assume his new position as Governor of New Jersey, and appointed Democrat Bob
Menendez in his stead. Our analysis focuses on whether there were any changes in voting patterns
associated to this New Jersey seat.
The subsetted data yielded 251 votes that took place prior to January 16, 2006 and 177 votes
that took place after. The responses were encoded as `1 for yes and ´1 for no. We modelled
the data as an Ising model as in Example 2 in Section 2.1, with the votes from the earlier half as
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Figure 14: Power plots for the global null tests using the empirical bootstrap critical values
(a) 25 nodes
(b) 50 nodes
(c) 100 nodes
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i.i.d. draws from fy and those from the latter half as i.i.d. draws from fx. Admittedly, these are
rather strong assumptions that oversimplify the political process, but have been used before in the
literature and will allow us to obtain a rough insight into voting patterns.
For our procedure, we need to choose two regularization parameters. As discussed earlier,
choosing the regularization level for Step 1 is more difficult. We decreased λθ on .0001 grid from
.3675 to .2845, obtaining 25 distinct sparsity structures for the initial estimate θˇ (.3675 was the
smallest value for which the initial graph contained an edge, and .2845 was the smallest value for
which the re-fitting problem admitted a unique solution numerically). The initial estimates were re-
fitted on the selected support using (3.4), yielding 25 distinct θˇ’s for Step 1. Step 2 was performed
for each of the initial estimates using the scaled lasso (Sun and Zhang, 2013) with the recommended
tuning parameter λk “
a
4 log p{ny. Ultimately, we report results for λθ “ .3507, which lead to the
smallest maximum variance estimate maxk σ̂
2
k. This λθ corresponds to a star-shaped initial graph
with Senator Stevens (R-AK) at the hub and Senators Byrd (R-WV), Mikulski (D-MD) and Inhofe
(R-OK) as spokes.
We carried out an .05-level multiple hypotheses test with Bonferroni correction for all of the 99
possible edges between the New Jersey seat of interest and the other 99 seats. Specifically, having
de-biased all edges and computed corresponding variance estimates, we formed 99 test statistics
Tj “ θ̂pCorzine/Menendez,jq{σ̂pCorzine/Menendez,jq,
where j runs over the remaining 99 seats, and compared the values against the p1 ´ .05{99q-th
standard normal quantile. The result was an empty graph, and we concluded that there is not
enough evidence to suggest that Senator Menendez voted differently from his predecessor. This
conclusion did not change with the choice of λθ. Further analyses, such as the global change graph
with FWER control, can be found in Appendix E.2.
6.2 Alertness and motor control, an fMRI study
We use the SparKLIE+1 to analyze data from an fMRI study that explored the relationship between
alertness and motor control in a subject with multiple sclerosis and a healthy control. The data
were made available courtesy of Dr. Jade Thai and Dr. Christelle Langley at the University of
Bristol. It consists of two time series, one from a subject with multiple sclerosis (MS) and the other
from a healthy control (HC), of fMRI measurements at 0.906 second intervals from 116 regions of
interest (ROI). The fMRI data were preprocessed in SPM12.5 The default SPM12 steps were used,
except in normalization, the voxel size was set to 2ˆ 2ˆ 2 and the bounding box was changed to
match the automated anatomical labelling atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002).
The fMRI measurements were made while the participants were asked to go through a sequence
of tasks made out of three types of tasks, which we describe below. The entire run consisted of
four blocks, and each block contained all three types of tasks but arranged in different orders. For
the two subjects whose data we have, the whole sequence is given in Figure 15. The sample size
for each group is shown in Table 15.
For the duration of each run of the experiment, the participant was asked to look at a screen
through which the instructions about the tasks, as well as various visual stimuli, were conveyed. In
5Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm
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Table 3: Sample sizes by group
Task 1 Task 2 Task 3
HC 342 300 306
MS 342 300 311
Figure 15: Task design (Task 1 - blue, Task 2 - green, Task 3 - red)
all three tasks, the subject was asked to squeeze and release a hand dynamometer, but each task
is distinct in the stimuli it asked the subject to respond to. For the sensorimotor task (Task 1),
the participant was asked to pay heed to the visual stimuli on display, but was otherwise free to
choose the pace at which to squeeze the hand dynamometer. The intrinsic alertness task (Task 2)
and the extrinsic alertness task (Task 3) differed from Task 1 in that the participant was to squeeze
the hand dynamometer only after observing a trigger stimulus in the form of a white square. For
Task 3, each occurrence of the trigger stimulus was preceded by a black screen of varying duration.
For Task 2, there was no such forewarning.
The combination of the disease status and the task type yields a total of six groups. The fMRI
signals within each group were modeled as an i.i.d. sample from a Gaussian graphical model. For
example, the measurements taken during T1 on the HC subject are assumed to be i.i.d. observations
from
fHC,T1pxq “ detpGHC,T1{p2piqq1{2 exp
`´px´ µHC,T1qJGHC,T1px´ µHC,T1q{2˘ .
Since we are interested in the difference in the graph structure, we work with the data after centering
by the group means. The analysis we present here should be taken as a first pass result based on
the outcome of a pilot study. We remark that a more delicate analysis would take the temporal
aspect into account.
For either the HC or the MS subject, we study the pairwise differences for the tasks. Specifically,
we would like to obtain, with FWER control at α “ 0.05, six difference graphs:
GHC,T1 ´GHC,T2, GHC,T1 ´GHC,T3, GHC,T2 ´GHC,T3,
GMS,T1 ´GMS,T2, GMS,T1 ´GMS,T3, GMS,T2 ´GMS,T3.
Each difference graph was estimated via the SparKLIE+1. After studentization, we were left
with 40 716 “ 6`1172 ˘ test statistics, each marginally well-approximated by a standard Gaussian
distribution. Applying the Bonferroni correction, the numbers of nonzero changes were determined
as in Table 16. The plots of the estimated difference graphs are given in Figure 16.
For the HC subject, the sensorimotor task (Task 1) and the extrinsic alertness task (Task 3)
resulted in the most different fMRI measurements, followed by the comparison between the two
alertness tasks (Task 2 and Task 3). The fMRI measurements taken during the tasks that lacked
extrinsic cues (Task 1 and Task 2) were deemed statistically similar.
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Table 4: Statistically significant differences
Task 1 vs Task 2 Task 1 vs Task 3 Task 2 vs Task 3
HC 0 687 307
MS 85 78 0
Figure 16: Estimated difference graph structures
(a) HC subject, Task 1 vs Task 2 (b) MS subject, Task 1 vs Task 2
(c) HC subject, Task 1 vs Task 3 (d) MS subject, Task 1 vs Task 3
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(e) HC subject, Task 2 vs Task 3 (f) MS subject, Task 2 vs Task 3
The fMRI measurements for the MS subject, on the other hand, were deemed similar for the
two alertness tasks (Task 2 and Task 3), but when each was compared against the sensorimotor
task (Task 1), a moderate number of changes was observed.
The conclusion, albeit intriguing, is based on data collected on two individuals. It may suggest
an interesting line of future research for the neuroscientists, but there is no doubt that much more
extensive experimental data is needed before the conclusion could be generalized beyond the two
participants in this study.
7 Discussions
In this paper, we have developed a new method for direct estimation of parameters of a differential
network based on two samples coming from general Markov networks. Our estimation procedure
is based on de-biasing the regularized Kullback-Leibler Importance Estimation Procedure, which
results in a
?
n-consistent and asymptotically normal estimate of the underlying parameters, even
in a high-dimensional setting, under the assumption that the difference parameter is weakly sparse.
Based on the limiting distribution of the estimator, we are able to conduct statistical inference
about the parameters of the differential network. Compared to the existing literature, this is the
first paper that allows for conducting inference about the difference parameters directly, without
individually estimating the Markov networks. This allows for the individual Markov networks to
be dense and contain hub nodes, making our methodology widely applicable. Furthermore, this
is the first time statistical inference for differential networks was considered for graphical models
that are not Gaussian. The inferential procedure is valid for a large class of data generating
processes and does not require for the true model to be selected, which allows our procedure to
work under much less stringent assumptions. Finally, we have developed a bootstrap sketching
procedure for constructing simultaneous confidence intervals based on a max-type statistics. The
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bootstrap approximation of the quantiles of the max-type statistics is valid even in a setting where
the dimension of the problem is exponential in the sample size.
We have focused on detailing the inference procedure for pairwise Markov networks, however,
the same methodology can be extended to high-order networks. In practice, successful application
to high-order Markov networks would require much larger sample sizes. Developing an efficient
search procedure that would only include relevant high-order terms is left for future work.
As our methodology is developed on top of the regularized KLIEP estimator, it can be applied
to samples coming from any exponential family of the form in (2.1). While this is a big advantage
for our procedure, it is possible that more sample efficient procedures can be developed for certain
problems by utilizing specific distributional properties they have. For example, it is of interest
to develop an inferential procedure for the differential network based on samples from normal or
Gaussian copula distributions.
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A Proofs of the main results
A.1 Proof of Theorem 4.2
Theorem 4.2. Assume Conditions 1 and 2. Let θ̂k be the SparKLIE+1 estimator constructed from
a pair of initial estimates θˇ and ωˇk as
θ̂k “ θˇk ´ ωˇJk∇`KLIEPpθˇq.
Suppose PpEoneq ě 1´ εone,n for some λθ, λk, δθ, δk, δσ P r0, 1q. Then,
sup
tPR
ˇˇˇ
P
!?
n pθ̂k ´ θk˚q{σ̂k ď t
)
´ Φptq
ˇˇˇ
ď ∆1 `∆2 `∆3 ` εone,n, (A.1)
where
∆1 À κ¯p1` κ
´1q}ωk˚}1{p2´qkqqk?
κ ηx,nηy,n
?
n
, (A.2)
∆2 À
c
ηx,nηy,n
κ{κ¯2
´
pδθ ` λθqpδk ` λkq ` p1` κ´1q}ωk˚}1{p2´qkqqk δ2θ
¯?
n, (A.3)
∆3 À pκ¯2{κq
´
p1` κ´1q2}ωk}2{p1´2qkqqk pδσ ` δθq ` δ2k
¯
. (A.4)
Proof. The proof combines two lemmas: a Berry-Esseen-type result for the leading linear term in
the decomposition of
?
n pθ̂k ´ θk˚q (Lemma D.1) and a technical lemma for incorporating error
bounds (Lemma D.2).
Recall µψ “ Exrψpxqs “ Eyrψpyqrθ˚pyqs. To use the lemmas, we break up θ̂k ´ θk˚ as
θ̂k ´ θk˚ “ A`B,
where
A “ 1
nx
nxÿ
i“1
xωk˚ ,ψpxpiqq ´ µψy ` 1ny
nyÿ
j“1
xωk˚ ,µψ ´ψpypjqqy rθ˚pypjqq,
and B “ pθ̂k ´ θk˚q ´A. Also, we let C “ pσ̂k{σkq ´ 1, so that
?
n pθ̂k ´ θk˚q{σ̂k “
?
n tpA`Bq{σku{p1` Cq.
Since A is a sum of two i.i.d. sums,
?
nA{σk is well-approximated by a Gaussian law. Indeed,
Lemma D.1 says
sup
tPR
ˇˇ
P
 ?
nA{σk ď t
(´ Φptqˇˇ À κ¯p1` κ´1q}ωk˚}1{p2´qkqqk?
κ ηx,nηy,n
?
n
:“ ∆1. (A.5)
The remainder of the proof is about obtaining the bounds δB, δC , and εBC that can be used with
Lemma D.2.
First, we need an exact expression for B. By definition,
θ̂k “ θˇk ´ ωˇJk∇`KLIEPpθˇq
“ θˇk ´ ω˚Jk ∇`KLIEPpθˇq ´ pωˇk ´ ωk˚ qJ∇`KLIEPpθˇq. (A.6)
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Expand θˇk ´ ω˚Jk ∇`KLIEPpθˇq about θ˚:
θˇk´ω˚Jk ∇`KLIEPpθˇq “ θk˚ ´ω˚Jk ∇`KLIEPpθ˚q´
 ∇2`KLIEPpθ˚qωk˚ ´ ek(J `θˇ ´ θ˚˘´ω˚Jk r, (A.7)
where by Taylor’s theorem, r is given by
rk “ 1
2
pÿ
k2“1
pÿ
k1“1
"ż 1
0
p1´ tqB3k2k1k`KLIEPpθ˚ ` tpθˇ ´ θ˚qq dt
*
pθˇk2 ´ θk˚2qpθˇk1 ´ θk˚1q.
Combining (A.6) and (A.7), and rearranging,
θ̂k ´ θk˚ “ ´ω˚Jk ∇`KLIEPpθ˚q
´ pωˇk ´ ωk˚ qJ∇`KLIEPpθˇq ´
 ∇2`KLIEPpθ˚qωk˚ ´ ek(J `θˇ ´ θ˚˘´ ω˚Jk r.
The leading term is
ω˚Jk ∇`KLIEPpθ˚q “
C
ωk˚ ,
1
nx
nxÿ
i“1
ψpxpiqq ´ 1
ny
nyÿ
j“1
ψpypjqqr̂θ˚pypjqq
G
“
C
ωk˚ ,
1
nx
nxÿ
i“1
´
ψpxpiqq ´ µψ
¯
` 1
ny
nyÿ
j“1
´
µψ ´ψpypjqq
¯
r̂θ˚pypjqq
G
“
C
ωk˚ ,
1
nx
nxÿ
i“1
´
ψpxpiqq ´ µψ
¯
` Zypθ
˚q
Ẑypθ˚q
¨ 1
ny
nyÿ
j“1
´
µψ ´ψpypjqq
¯
rθ˚pypjqq
G
“
C
ωk˚ ,
1
nx
nxÿ
i“1
´
ψpxpiqq ´ µψ
¯
` 1
ny
nyÿ
j“1
´
µψ ´ψpypjqq
¯
rθ˚pypjqq
G
`
˜
Zypθ˚q
Ẑypθ˚q
´ 1
¸
1
ny
nyÿ
j“1
xωk˚ ,µψ ´ψpypjqqy rθ˚pypjqq,
where in the second step, we have used n´1y
řny
j“1 r̂θpypjqq “ 1 for any θ. Recognizing A as the first
term of the last line, we have
B “
˜
Zypθ˚q
Ẑypθ˚q
´ 1
¸
1
ny
nyÿ
j“1
xωk˚ ,µψ ´ψpypjqqy rθ˚pypjqql jh n
B0
´ pωˇk ´ ωk˚ qJ∇`KLIEPpθˇql jh n
B1
´  ∇2`KLIEPpθ˚qωk˚ ´ ek(J `θˇ ´ θ˚˘l jh n
B2
´ω˚Jk rljhn
B3
.
We proceed to bound |B| on Eone using the defining conditions. (B.1) and (B.2) imply a bound
on B0:
|B0| “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
˜
Zypθ˚q
Ẑypθ˚q
´ 1
¸
1
ny
nyÿ
j“1
xωk˚ ,µψ ´ψpypjqqy rθ˚pypjqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇZypθ˚qẐypθ˚q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ1´ Ẑypθ˚qZypθ˚q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1ny
nyÿ
j“1
xωk˚ ,µψ ´ψpypjqqy rθ˚pypjqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď K1λθλk, (A.8)
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because Zypθ˚q{Ẑypθ˚q P rM´1r ,Mrs under Condition 1. B1 is further decomposed as
B1 “ pωˇk ´ ωk˚ qJ∇`KLIEPpθ˚ql jh n
B11
`pωˇk ´ ωk˚ qJ
`∇`KLIEPpθˇq ´∇`KLIEPpθ˚q˘l jh n
B12
.
Using (G.1) and (E.2) for (A.9), and (G.2) and (E.1) for (A.10),
|B11| ď }ωˇk ´ ωk˚}1}∇`KLIEPpθ˚q}8 ď λθδk, (A.9)
|B2| ď }∇2`KLIEPpθ˚qωk˚ ´ ek}8}θˇ ´ θ˚}1 ď λkδθ. (A.10)
For B12, we use the mean value theorem to express each component of ∇`KLIEPpθˇq ´∇`KLIEPpθ˚q
as
Bk`KLIEPpθˇq ´ Bk`KLIEPpθ˚q “
pÿ
k1“1
B2k1k`KLIEPpθ¯kqpθˇk1 ´ θk˚1q,
where θ¯k is on the line segment connecting θˇ and θ
˚. (C.4) implies a uniform bound on the Hessian,
so
}∇`KLIEPpθˇq ´∇`KLIEPpθ˚q}8 ď
#
sup
θPB¯%pθ˚q
max
k,k1
B2k,k1`KLIEPpθq
+
}θˇ ´ θ˚}1 ď K2δθ,
and with (E.1) and (E.2),
|B12| ď }ωˇk ´ ωk˚}1}∇`KLIEPpθˇq ´∇`KLIEPpθ˚q}8 ď K2δθδk. (A.11)
We turn to B3. (C.6) implies a uniform bound on the third-order tensor, so
|B3| ď }ωk˚}1}r}8 ď K3}ωk˚}1δ2θ . (A.12)
Combining (A.8) to (A.12),
?
n |B|{σk À
c
ηx,nηy,n
κ{κ¯2
´
pδθ ` λθqpδk ` λkq ` p1` κ´1q}ωk˚}1{p2´qkqqk δ2θ
¯?
n :“ ∆2. (A.13)
Next, we bound |C| on Eone. Using (E.1), (E.2), (V.1), (V.2),ˇˇˇˇ
σ̂k
σk
´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇˇ
σ̂2k ´ σ2k
σ2k
ˇˇˇˇ
À pκ¯2{κq
´
p1` κ´1q2}ωk}2{p1´2qkqqk pδσ ` δθq ` δ2k
¯
:“ ∆3 (A.14)
by Lemma D.3.
Taking A “ ?nA{σk, B “ ?nB{σk C “ pσ̂k{σkq´ 1, εA “ ∆1, δB “ ∆2, δC “ ∆3, εBC “ εone
in Lemma D.2 concludes the proof.
Remark 1. In the last step, one could just as well apply Lemma D.2 with A “ ?nA{σk, B “?
nB{σk C “ 0, εA “ ∆1, δB “ ∆2, δC “ 0, εBC “ εone to end up with
sup
tPR
ˇˇˇ
P
!?
n pθ̂k ´ θk˚q{σk ď t
)
´ Φptq
ˇˇˇ
ď ∆1 `∆2 ` εone,
but this result is not as useful.
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A.2 Proof of Corollary 4.3
Corollary 4.3. Assume Conditions 1 and 2. Let θ̂k be the SparKLIE+1 estimator constructed
from the solutions θˇ and ωˇk to the pair of `
1-regularized optimization problems (3.1) and (3.2) with
tuning parameters
λθ —
ˆ
log p
n
˙1{2
and λk — p1` κ´1q}ωk˚}1{p2´qkqqk
ˆ
log p
n
˙1{2
. (A.15)
Let s be a sequence of integers satisfying
s ě }θ˚}qθλ´qθθ _ }ωk˚}qkλ´qkk .
Let εRSC,n be a sequence in p0, 1q decreasing to 0. Then, provided that
ny ě C 1pκ¯{κ2qM2ψM2r s log2psq logpp_ nyq logpnyq{ε2RSC,n,
where C 1 ą 0 is the known, absolute constant determined in Lemma C.9, we have
Case 1. (weaker sparsity for θ˚)
sup
tPR
ˇˇˇ
P
!?
n pθ̂k ´ θk˚q{σ̂k ď t
)
´ Φptq
ˇˇˇ
ď O
¨˝
}θ˚}3qθ}ωk˚}
1´1`qk2´qk
qk
ˆ
log p
n
˙1´32 qθ´12 qk ?
n‚˛` εRSC,n ` c exp `´c1 log p˘ ,
if
}ωk˚}2qk
ˆ
n
log p
˙qk{2
À }θ˚}2qθ
ˆ
n
log p
˙qθ
and }ωk˚}2{p2´qkqqk À }θ˚}2qθ
ˆ
n
log p
˙qθ
.
Case 2. (weaker sparsity for ωk˚)
sup
tPR
ˇˇˇ
P
!?
n pθ̂k ´ θk˚q{σ̂k ď t
)
´ Φptq
ˇˇˇ
ď O
¨˝
}θ˚}qθ}ωk˚}
2`1´2qk2´qk
qk
ˆ
log p
n
˙1´12 qθ´qk ?
n‚˛` εRSC,n ` c exp `´c1 log p˘ ,
if
}θ˚}2qθ
ˆ
n
log p
˙qθ
À }ωk˚}2qk
ˆ
n
log p
˙qk{2
and }ωk˚}
2p1`qkq
2´qk
qk
ˆ
n
log p
˙qk{2
Á 1.
Case 3. (super weakly sparse regime)
sup
tPR
ˇˇˇ
P
!?
n pθ̂k ´ θk˚q{σ̂k ď t
)
´ Φptq
ˇˇˇ
ď O
¨˝
}θ˚}qθ}ωk˚}
1`1´qk2´qk
qk
ˆ
log p
n
˙1´12 qθ´12 qk ?
n‚˛` εRSC,n ` c exp `´c1 log p˘ ,
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if
}θ˚}2qθ
ˆ
n
log p
˙qθ
À }ωk˚}2{p2´qkqqk and }ωk˚}
2p1`qkq
2´qk
qk
ˆ
n
log p
˙qk{2
À 1.
Proof. For the sake of clarity, we ignore the factors of κ¯, κ, ηx,n, and ηy,n in calculations. Detailed
bounds are, albeit tedious, not difficult to derive.
By Theorem 4.2, it suffices to find an event E Ď Eone with PpEcq Œ 0. Let
Hpθq : “ Z
2
y pθq
Ẑ2y pθq
∇2`KLIEPpθq
“ 1
n2y
ÿ
1ďjăj1ďny
´
ψpypjqq ´ψpypj1qq
¯´
ψpypjqq ´ψpypj1qq
¯J
rθpypjqqrθpypj1qq.
Consider the event
ELone “ $’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’%
(G.1) 2}∇`KLIEPpθ˚q}8 ď λθ, (G.2) 2}∇2`KLIEPpθ˚qωk˚ ´ ek}8 ď λk,
(B.1)
ˇˇˇ
1´ Ẑypθ˚qZypθ˚q
ˇˇˇ
À λθ,
(B.2)
ˇˇˇ
1
ny
řny
j“1xωk˚ ,µψ ´ψpypjqqyrθ˚pypjqq
ˇˇˇ
À λk,
(V.1) }Ŝψ ´Σψ}8 À }θ˚}qθλ1´qθθ (V.2) }Ŝψr̂pθ˚q ´Σψr}8 À }θ˚}qθλ1´qθθ ,
(SE) |||Hpθ˚q ´ EyHpθ˚q|||s ď κ{128
,///////.///////-
.
Note that (SE) replaces (E.1) and (E.2) in the definition of Eone. We shall show
• (G.1) and (SE) imply (E.1), and
• (G.2) and (SE) in conjunction with (E.1) imply (E.2),
so that ELone Ď Eone.
Define
KpS, β, ρq “ tv P Rp : }vSc}1 ď β}vS}1 ` p1` βqρ, }v} ď 1u
for any S Ď rps, S ‰ ∅, β ě 0, ρ ě 0. We shall use this with
Sθ “
 
k1 : |θk˚1 | ą λθ
(
, sθ “ |Sθ|, ρθ “ }θS˚cθ}1
and
Sk “
 
k1 : |ωk˚,k1 | ą λk
(
, sk “ |Sk|, ρk “ }ωk˚,Sck}1.
By the first part of Lemma C.8, (B.1) and (SE) imply
vJ∇2`KLIEPpθ˚qv ě c1κ}v}2 ´ c2ρ2θ{sθ for all v P KpSθ, 3, ρθq.
Combining this with (G.1), Lemma A.1 gives us
}θˇ ´ θ˚}1 À }θ˚}qθλ1´qθθ À }θ˚}qθ
ˆ
log p
n
˙1
2´
qθ
2
, (A.16)
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where we have used the condition on λθ (A.15). Under the conditions of the corollary, the second
part of Lemma C.8 imply
vJ∇2`KLIEPpθ˚qv ě c3κ}v}2 for all v P KpSk, 6, 0q.
Combining this with (G.2), Lemma A.2 gives us
}ωˇk ´ ωk˚}1 À }θˇ ´ θ˚}21}ωk˚}qkλ´1´qkk ` }ωk˚}2qkλ1´2qkk ` }ωk˚}qkλ1´qkk
À }θ˚}2qθλ2´2qθθ }ωk˚}qkλ´1´qkk ` }ωk˚}2qkλ1´2qkk ` }ωk˚}qkλ1´qkk
À }θ˚}2qθ}ωk˚}
1´1`qk2´qk
qk
ˆ
log p
n
˙1
2´qθ´
1
2 qk
` }ωk˚}
2`1´2qk2´qk
qk
ˆ
log p
n
˙1
2´qk ` }ωk˚}
1`1´qk2´qk
qk
ˆ
log p
n
˙1
2´
1
2 qk
,
where we have used the condition on λk (A.15) as well as (A.16). There are three cases.
Case 1. (weaker sparsity for θ˚)
}ωˇk ´ ωk˚}1 À }θ˚}2qθ}ωk˚}
1´1`qk2´qk
qk
ˆ
log p
n
˙1
2´qθ´
1
2 qk
.
This is the case when
}ωk˚}2qk
ˆ
n
log p
˙qk{2
À }θ˚}2qθ
ˆ
n
log p
˙qθ
and }ωk˚}2{p2´qkqqk À }θ˚}2qθ
ˆ
n
log p
˙qθ
.
Here, ∆2 (A.3) satisfies
∆2 À }θ˚}3qθ}ωk˚}
1´1`qk2´qk
qk
ˆ
log p
n
˙1´32 qθ´12 qk ?
n. (A.17)
Case 2. (weaker sparsity for ωk˚ )
}ωˇk ´ ωk˚}1 À }ωk˚}
2`1´2qk2´qk
qk
ˆ
log p
n
˙1
2´qk
.
This is the case when
}θ˚}2qθ
ˆ
n
log p
˙qθ
À }ωk˚}2qk
ˆ
n
log p
˙qk{2
and }ωk˚}
2p1`qkq
2´qk
qk
ˆ
n
log p
˙qk{2
Á 1.
Here, ∆2 (A.3) satisfies
∆2 À }θ˚}qθ}ωk˚}
2`1´2qk2´qk
qk
ˆ
log p
n
˙1´12 qθ´qk ?
n. (A.18)
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Case 3. (super weakly sparse regime)
}ωˇk ´ ωk˚}1 À }ωk˚}
1`1´qk2´qk
qk
ˆ
log p
n
˙1
2´
1
2 qk
.
This is the case when
}θ˚}2qθ
ˆ
n
log p
˙qθ
À }ωk˚}2{p2´qkqqk and }ωk˚}
2p1`qkq
2´qk
qk
ˆ
n
log p
˙qk{2
À 1.
Here, ∆2 (A.3) satisfies
∆2 À }θ˚}qθ}ωk˚}
1`1´qk2´qk
qk
ˆ
log p
n
˙1´12 qθ´12 qk ?
n. (A.19)
The terms corresponding to ∆1 (A.2) and ∆3 (A.4) are of smaller order, so we ignore them.
Next, we bound PpELonecq. Let
E1 “ t2}∇`KLIEPpθ˚q}8 ď λθu ,
E2 “
 
2}∇2`KLIEPpθ˚qωk˚ ´ ek}8 ď λk
(
,
E3 “
#ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ1´ Ẑypθ˚qZypθ˚q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ À λθ
+
,
E4 “
#ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1ny
nyÿ
j“1
xωk˚ ,µψ ´ψpypjqqyrθ˚pypjqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ À λk
+
,
E5 “
!
}Ŝψ ´Σψ}8 À }θ˚}qθλ1´qθθ
)
,
E6 “
!
}Ŝψr̂pθ˚q ´Σψr}8 À }θ˚}qθλ1´qθθ
)
,
E7 “
 |||Hpθ˚q ´ EyHpθ˚q|||2 ď κ{128( .
Clearly,
PpELonecq ď
7ÿ
`“1
PpEc` q.
Under the conditions of the corollary, Lemma C.2 and Lemma C.3 indicate that
PpEc1q “ P t2}∇`KLIEPpθ˚q}8 ą λθu ď c4 exp
`´c14 log p˘ ,
PpEc2q “ P
!
2}Ĥpθ˚qωk˚ ´ ek}8 ą λk
)
ď c5 exp
`´c15 log p˘ .
Lemma B.2 says
PpEc3q “ P
#ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ Ẑypθ˚qZypθ˚q ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ Á λθ
+
ď c6 exp
`´c16 log p˘ .
Because txωk˚ ,µψ ´ ψpypjqqy rθ˚pypjqqunyj“1 are bounded mean-zero i.i.d. random variables, we also
have the following Hoeffding bound
PpEc4q “ P
#ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1ny
nyÿ
j“1
xωk˚ ,µψ ´ψpypjqqyrθ˚pypjqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ Á λk
+
ď c7 exp
`´c17 log p˘ .
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Lemma D.5 and Lemma D.6 indicate that
PpEc5q “ P
!
}Sψ ´Σψ}8 Á }θ˚}qθλ1´qθθ
)
ď c8 exp
`´c18 log p˘ ,
PpEc6q “ P
!
}Ŝψr̂pθ˚q ´Σψr}8 Á }θ˚}qθλ1´qθθ
)
ď c9 exp
`´c19 log p˘ .
Furthermore, Lemma C.9 gives
PpEc7q ď εRSC,n.
Therefore,
PpELonecq ď εRSC,n ` c exp
`´c1 log p˘ (A.20)
for some constants c, c1 ą 0.
We complete the proof by combining the bound from (A.17) or (A.18) or (A.19) and the bound
from (A.20) with (A.1):
Case 1. (weaker sparsity for θ˚)
sup
tPR
ˇˇˇ
P
!?
n pθ̂k ´ θk˚q{σ̂k ď t
)
´ Φptq
ˇˇˇ
ď O
¨˝
}θ˚}3qθ}ωk˚}
1´1`qk2´qk
qk
ˆ
log p
n
˙1´32 qθ´12 qk ?
n‚˛` εRSC,n ` c exp `´c1 log p˘ ,
if
}ωk˚}2qk
ˆ
n
log p
˙qk{2
À }θ˚}2qθ
ˆ
n
log p
˙qθ
and }ωk˚}2{p2´qkqqk À }θ˚}2qθ
ˆ
n
log p
˙qθ
.
Case 2. (weaker sparsity for ωk˚ )
sup
tPR
ˇˇˇ
P
!?
n pθ̂k ´ θk˚q{σ̂k ď t
)
´ Φptq
ˇˇˇ
ď O
¨˝
}θ˚}qθ}ωk˚}
2`1´2qk2´qk
qk
ˆ
log p
n
˙1´12 qθ´qk ?
n‚˛` εRSC,n ` c exp `´c1 log p˘ ,
if
}θ˚}2qθ
ˆ
n
log p
˙qθ
À }ωk˚}2qk
ˆ
n
log p
˙qk{2
and }ωk˚}
2p1`qkq
2´qk
qk
ˆ
n
log p
˙qk{2
Á 1.
Case 3. (super weakly sparse regime)
sup
tPR
ˇˇˇ
P
!?
n pθ̂k ´ θk˚q{σ̂k ď t
)
´ Φptq
ˇˇˇ
ď O
¨˝
}θ˚}qθ}ωk˚}
1`1´qk2´qk
qk
ˆ
log p
n
˙1´12 qθ´12 qk ?
n‚˛` εRSC,n ` c exp `´c1 log p˘ ,
if
}θ˚}2qθ
ˆ
n
log p
˙qθ
À }ωk˚}2{p2´qkqqk and }ωk˚}
2p1`qkq
2´qk
qk
ˆ
n
log p
˙qk{2
À 1.
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A.3 Proof of Theorem 4.4
Theorem 4.4. Assume Conditions 1 and 2. Let θ̂ be the SparKLIE+1 estimator constructed from
θˇ and ωˇk, k “ 1, . . . , p:
θ̂ “ θˇ ´ ΩˇJ∇`KLIEPpθˇq,
where Ωˇ “ rωˇkspk“1 P Rpˆp is the matrix with the k-th column given by ωˇk. Suppose
D1 :“ max
k
c
ηx,nηy,n
κ{κ¯2
´
pδθ ` λθqpδk ` λkq ` p1` κ´1q}ωk˚}1{p2´qkqqk δ2θ
¯?
n À
ˆ
B2n log
4ppnq
n
˙1{6
,
(A.21)
D2 :“ max
k
κ{κ¯2
η2x,nη
2
y,n
δ2k ` p1` κq
3{κ¯2
ηx,nη2y,n
}ωk}2{p2´qkqqk pδθ ` λθq2 À
ˆ
B2n logppnq
n
˙1{3
. (A.22)
If PpEallq ě 1´ εall,n, then
sup
αPp0,1q
ˇˇ
P
 
Tnx,ny ď ĉT,α
(´ p1´ αqˇˇ “ Opδn ` εall,nq
with probability at least 1´ εall,n ´ n´1.
Proof. We prove the result for the case where µψ “ Exrψpxqs “ Eyrψpyqrθ˚pyqs “ 0. The general
result follows by the consistency of empirical averages.
The proof is by Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 of Belloni et al. (2018). The two theorems are Gaussian
approximation results for approximate means over the class A of hyper-rectangles in Rp. That is
to say, A contains sets of the form
A “ tv P Rp : lk ď vk ď uk for all k “ 1, . . . , pu ,
where ´8 ď lk ď uk ď `8 for all k. In the proof of Theorem 4.2, we saw that ?n pθ̂ ´ θ˚q may
be decomposed as ?
n pθ̂ ´ θ˚q “ Ln `Rn,
where the leading linear term has the form
Ln “ ´ 1?
n
Ω˚J
#
η´1x,n
nxÿ
i“1
ψpxpiqq ´ η´1y,n
nyÿ
j“1
ψpypjqqrθ˚pypjqq
+
and the remainder is given by
Rn “ ?n
#
Ω˚J
˜
Zypθ˚q
Ẑypθ˚q
´ 1
¸
1
ny
nyÿ
j“1
ψpypjqqrθ˚pypjqq
´  Ωˇ´Ω˚(J∇`KLIEPpθˇq ´  ∇2`KLIEPpθ˚qΩ˚ ´ I(J `θˇ ´ θ˚˘`Ω˚Jr
+
.
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This demonstrates that our problem also falls under the approximate means framework.
Let P “ Pr ¨ | Xnx ,Yny s denote the conditional probability given the data. If applicable,
Theorem 2.1 would give us
sup
APA
ˇˇˇ
P
!?
n pθ̂ ´ θ˚q P A
)
´ P  N p0,Ω˚JΣpooledΩ˚q P A(ˇˇˇ “ O pδn ` εall,nq ,
and Theorem 2.2 would give us
sup
APA
ˇˇˇ
P
!
L̂Bn P A
)
´ P  N p0,Ω˚JΣpooledΩ˚q P A(ˇˇˇ “ O pδnq
with probability at least 1´ εall,n ´ n´1. Combining the two statements,
sup
APA
ˇˇˇ
P
!?
n pθ̂ ´ θ˚q P A
)
´P
!
L̂Bn P A
)ˇˇˇ
“ O pδn ` εall,nq (A.23)
with probability at least 1 ´ εall,n ´ n´1. Once (A.23) is established for A, then a fortiori (A.23)
is established for the sub-collection
A “
"
v P Rp : max
k
|vk| ď t for all k “ 1, . . . , p
*
,
so that in particular
sup
APA
ˇˇ
P
 
Tnx,ny ď ĉT,α
(´ p1´ αqˇˇ “ O pδn ` εall,nq , (A.24)
which is the statement of the theorem.
Thus, in a nutshell, our work here boils down to checking that our problem satisfies the con-
ditions of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 of Belloni et al. (2018) — Conditions M, E, and A — which we
restate in context below.
Before we proceed, let
L̂n “ ´ 1?
n
ΩˇJ
#
η´1x,n
nxÿ
i“1
ψpxpiqq ´ η´1y,n
nyÿ
j“1
ψpypjqqr̂θˇpypjqq
+
.
This is a feasible approximation to Ln, and this is what we actually bootstrap as L̂
B
n .
Condition M. Translated to our problem, Condition M of Belloni et al. (2018) is
VarrLn,ks “ ω˚Jk
 
η´1x,nΣψ ` η´1y,nΣψr
(
ωk˚ ě c for some c ą 0, (A.25)
η´2x,nEx
“|ω˚Jk ψpxq|3‰` η´2y,nEy “|ω˚Jk ψpyqrθ˚pyq|3‰ ď c3{2Bn, (A.26)
η´3x,nEx
“|ω˚Jk ψpxq|4‰` η´3y,nEy “|ω˚Jk ψpyqrθ˚pyq|4‰ ď c2 B2n (A.27)
for each k P rps.
Under Condition 2, (B.13) says
VarrLn,ks “ ω˚Jk
 
η´1x,nΣψ ` η´1y,nΣψr
(
ωk˚ ě pηx,nηy,nq´1κ{κ¯2 @ k.
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Thus, (A.25) is satisfied with c “ pηx,nηy,nq´1κ{κ¯2.
By (B.12), for all k,
|ω˚Jk ψpxq| ď p1` κ´1qMψ}ωk˚}1{p2´qkqqk (A.28)
and
|ω˚Jk ψpyqrθ˚pyq| ď p1` κ´1qMψMr}ωk˚}1{p2´qkqqk . (A.29)
So,
c´3{2
`
η´2x,nEx
“|ω˚Jk ψpxq|3‰` η´2y,nEy “|ω˚Jk ψpyqrθ˚pyq|3‰˘ ď p1` κ´1q9{2κ¯3M3ψM3r ν3{p2´qqn?ηx,nηy,n ď Bn
and
c´2
`
η´3x,nEx
“|ω˚Jk ψpxq|4‰` η´3y,nEy “|ω˚Jk ψpyqrθ˚pyq|4‰˘ ď p1` κ´1q6κ¯4M4ψM4r ν4{p2´qqnηx,nηy,n ď B2n.
Thus, both (A.26) and (A.27) are satisfied with Bn (4.8).
Condition E. Translated to our problem, Condition E of Belloni et al. (2018) is
Ex
”
exp
!ˇˇ
η´1x,nω˚Jk ψpxq
ˇˇ M´
c1{2Bn
¯)ı
ď 2
and
Ey
”
exp
!ˇˇ
η´1y,nω˚Jk ψpyqrθ˚pyq
ˇˇ M´
c1{2Bn
¯)ı
ď 2
with ˆ
B2n log
7ppnq
n
˙1{6
ď δn.
But these are all immediate by (A.28), (A.29), and how we defined Bn (4.8) and δn (4.9).
Condition A. Translated to our problem, Condition A of Belloni et al. (2018) is
P
"
max
k
|Rn,k| ą c1{2δn{
a
logppnq
*
ď εall,n (A.30)
and
P
"
max
k
v2k ą c δ2n{ log2ppnq
*
ď εall,n (A.31)
where
v2k “ v2x,k ` v2yk “
η´1x,n
nx
nxÿ
i“1
xωˇk ´ ωk˚ ,ψpxpiqqy2
` η
´1
y,n
ny
nyÿ
j“1
´
xωˇk,ψpypjqqr̂θˇpypjqqy ´ xωk˚ ,ψpypjqqrθ˚pypjqqy
¯2
.
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We saw in the proof of Theorem 4.2 that on Eall,
c´1{2|Rn,k| À
c
ηx,nηy,n
κ{κ¯2
´
pδθ ` λθqpδk ` λkq ` p1` κ´1q}ωk˚}1{p2´qkqqk δ2θ
¯?
n @ k.
Under the conditions of the theorem,
c´1{2|Rn,k| À
ˆ
B2n log
4ppnq
n
˙1{6
À
ˆ
B2n log
7ppnq
n
˙1{6Oa
logppnq À δn{
a
logppnq @ k.
v2k is controlled by obtaining separate bounds for v
2
x,k and v
2
y,k. For the former,
v2x,k “ nn2x
nxÿ
i“1
xωˇk ´ ωk˚ ,ψpxpiqqy2 ď η´1x,nM2ψ}ωˇk ´ ωk˚}21 À η´1x,nδ2k
In the case of the latter, we first decompose each summand using
xωˇk,ψpypjqqr̂θˇpypjqqy ´ xωk˚ ,ψpypjqqrθ˚pypjqqy
“ xωˇk ´ ωk˚ ,ψpypjqqr̂θˇpypjqqy ` xωk˚ ,ψpypjqqy
´
r̂θˇpypjqq ´ rθ˚pypjqq
¯
.
Then,
|xωˇk ´ ωk˚ ,ψpypjqqr̂θˇpypjqqy| ďMψM2r }ωˇk ´ ωk˚}1,
andˇˇˇ
xωk˚ ,ψpypjqqy
´
r̂θˇpypjqq ´ rθ˚pypjqq
¯ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
xωk˚ ,ψpypjqqy
!´
r̂θˇpypjqq ´ r̂θ˚pypjqq
¯
`
´
r̂θ˚pypjqq ´ rθ˚pypjqq
¯)ˇˇˇ
ď p1` κ´1qMψ}ωk˚}1{p2´qkqqk
˜
L1}θˇ ´ θ˚}1 `M2r
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ1´ Ẑypθ˚qZypθ˚q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
¸
,
where we have used Lemma B.1, as well as (B.4) and (B.12). Hence,
v2y,k “ nn2y
nyÿ
j“1
´
xωˇk,ψpypjqqr̂θˇpypjqqy ´ xωk˚ ,ψpypjqqrθ˚pypjqqy
¯2
ď η´1y,n
#
MψM
2
r }ωˇk ´ ωk˚}1
` p1` κ´1qMψ}ωk˚}1{p2´qkqqk
˜
L1}θˇ ´ θ˚}1 `M2r
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ1´ Ẑypθ˚qZypθ˚q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
¸+2
.
À η´1y,n
!
δk ` p1` κ´1q}ωk˚}1{p2´qkqqk pδθ ` λθq
)2
Thus,
v2k À pηx,nηy,nq´1δ2k ` η´1y,np1` κ´1q2}ωk}2{p2´qkqqk pδθ ` λθq2
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Under the conditions of the theorem,
c v2k À
ˆ
B2n logppnq
n
˙1{3
À
ˆ
B2n log
7ppnq
n
˙1{3O
log2ppnq À δ2n{ logppnq @ k.
Clearly,
P
"
max
k
|Rn,k| ą c1{2δn{
a
logppnq
*
ď PpEcq ď εall,n (A.32)
and
P
"
max
k
v2k ą c δ2n{ log2ppnq
*
ď PpEcq ď εall,n. (A.33)
Conclusion. Subject to some growth constraints, all three of Conditions M, E, and A are satisfied
by our problem. The result follows by the discussion at the start of the proof.
A.4 Proof of Corollary 4.5
Corollary 4.5. Assume Conditions 1 and 2. Assume additionally that θ˚ and ωk˚ are exactly
sparse with sθ “ }θ˚}0 and sk “ }ωk˚}0, k “ 1, . . . , p, and that sθ and sk, k “ 1, . . . , p are all
of comparable order so that s — sθ, sk, where s “ maxtsθ, sk : k “ 1, . . . , pu. Suppose θˇ and ωˇk,
k “ 1, . . . , p are the solutions to p1 ` pq `1-regularized optimization problems (3.1) and (3.2) with
tuning parameters
λθ —
ˆ
log p
n
˙1{2
and λk —
ˆ
sk log p
n
˙1{2
, k “ 1, . . . , p.
Let εRSC,n be a sequence in p0, 1q decreasing to 0. Then, provided that
ny ě C 1pκ¯{κ2qM2ψM2r s log2psq logpp_ nyq logpnyq{ε2RSC,n,
where C 1 ą 0 is the known, absolute constant determined in Lemma C.9, we have
sup
αPp0,1q
ˇˇ
P
 
Tnx,ny ď ĉT,α
(´ p1´ αqˇˇ “ Opδn ` εRSC,n ` c exp `´c1 log p˘q
with probability at least 1´ εRSC,n ´ c exp p´c1 log pq ´ n´1.
Proof. For the sake of clarity, we ignore the factors of κ¯, κ, ηx,n, and ηy,n in calculations. Detailed
bounds are, albeit tedious, not difficult to derive.
As in the proof of Corollary 4.3, the key to the proof is in finding an event E Ď Eall with
PpEcq Œ 0. Let Hpθq “ pZ2y pθq{Ẑ2y pθqq∇2`KLIEPpθq. Consider
ELall “ $’’’’&’’’’%
(G.1) 2}∇`KLIEPpθ˚q}8 ď λθ, (G.2) 2}∇2`KLIEPpθ˚qωk˚ ´ ek}8 ď λk @ k,
(B.1)
ˇˇˇ
1´ Ẑypθ˚qZypθ˚q
ˇˇˇ
À λθ,
(B.2)
ˇˇˇ
1
ny
řny
j“1xωk˚ ,µψ ´ψpypjqqyrθ˚pypjqq
ˇˇˇ
À λk @ k,
(SE) |||Hpθ˚q ´ EyHpθ˚q|||s ď κ{128
,////.////- .
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Following the argument of the proof of Corollary 4.3, on ELall,
δθ À
ˆ
s2 log p
n
˙1{2
and δk À
ˆ
s5 log p
n
˙1{2
@ k,
and hence,
D1 À s
7{2 log p?
n
À
ˆ
B2n log
4ppnq
n
˙1{6
and D2 À s
5 log p
n
À
ˆ
B2n logppnq
n
˙1{3
.
We finish the proof by finding a bound for εall,n. Let
E1 “ t2}∇`KLIEPpθ˚q}8 ď λθu ,
E2k “
 
2}∇2`KLIEPpθ˚qωk˚ ´ ek}8 ď λk
(
,
E3 “
#ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ1´ Ẑypθ˚qZypθ˚q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ À λθ
+
,
E4k “
#ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1ny
nyÿ
j“1
xωk˚ ,µψ ´ψpypjqqyrθ˚pypjqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ À λk
+
,
E5 “
 |||Hpθ˚q ´ EyHpθ˚q|||s ď κ{128( ,
so that
εall,n ď PpELallcq ď PpEc1q `
pÿ
k“1
PpEc2kq ` PpEc3q `
pÿ
k“1
PpEc4kq ` PpEc5q.
By a sequence of arguments similar to that in the proof of Corollary 4.3,
εall,n ď εRSC,n ` c exp
`´c1 log p˘ .
A.5 Initial estimators
In the following,
KpS, β, ρq “ tv P Rp : }vSc}1 ď β}vS}1 ` p1` βqρ, }v} ď 1u,
where S Ď rps is nonempty, β ě 0, and ρ ě 0.
Lemma A.1. Consider the LASSO-type optimization problem (3.1) with regularization parameter
λθ satisfying
λθ ě 2}∇`KLIEPpθ˚q}8.
Suppose, in addition, it holds that
vJ∇2`KLIEPpθ˚qv ě cκ}v}22 ´ c1 ρ
2
θ
sθ
for v P KpSθ, 3, ρθq,
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for some c, c1 ą 0, where
Sθ “
 
k1 : |θk˚1 | ą λθ
(
, sθ “ |Sθ|, ρθ “ }θS˚cθ}1.
Then any solution θˇ to (3.1) satisfies
}θˇ ´ θ˚}1 À p1` κ´1q}θ˚}qθλ1´qθθ .
Proof. By a direct application of Theorem 1 of Negahban et al. (2012).,
}θˇ ´ θ˚}22 ď 9sθλ
2
θ
c2κ2
` 4λθρθ
cκ
` 2c
1λθρ2θ
cκsθ
. (A.34)
By (B.8) and (B.9),
sθ ď }θ˚}qθλ´qθθ and ρθ ď }θ˚}qθλ1´qθθ ,
so that
}θˇ ´ θ˚}22 ď
9}θ˚}qθλ2´qθθ
c2κ2
` 4}θ
˚}qθλ2´qθθ
cκ
` 2c
1}θ˚}2qθλ3´2qθθ
cκsθ
“ κ´2}θ˚}qθλ2´qθθ
ˆ
9
c2
` 4
c
κ` 2c
1
c
κ}θ˚}qθλ1´qθ
˙
ď K1κ´2}θ˚}qθλ2´qθθ
for an appropriate choice of K1 ą 0. Therefore,
}θˇ ´ θ˚}1 ď 4?sθ}θˇ ´ θ˚} ` 4ρθ ď K2κ´1}θ˚}qθλ1´qθθ ` 4}θ˚}qθλ1´qθθ ď K3p1` κ´1q}θ˚}qθλ1´qθθ .
(A.35)
Lemma A.2. Assume Condition 1. Consider the LASSO-type optimization problem (3.2) with
regularization parameter λk satisfying
λk ě 2}∇2`KLIEPpθ˚qωk˚ ´ ek}8.
Suppose, in addition, it holds that
vJ∇2`KLIEPpθˇqv ě cκ}v}22 for v P KpSk, 6, 0q,
for some c ą 0, where Sk “
 
k1 : |ωk˚1 | ą λk
(
. Then any solution ωˇk to (3.2) satisfies
}ωˇk ´ ωk˚}1 À κ´2}θˇ ´ θ˚}21}ωk˚}qkλ´1´qkk ` }ωk˚}2qkλ1´2qkk ` κ´1}ωk˚}qkλ1´qkk .
Proof. Put Ĥpθq “ ∇2`KLIEPpθq. The objective function (3.2) is
1
2
ωJĤpθˇqω ´ ωJek ` λk}ω}1.
For Sk in the statement of the theorem, set
sk “ |Sk| and ρk “ }ωS˚ck}1.
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Since ωˇk is the solution to (3.2),
1
2
ωˇJk Ĥpθˇqωˇk ´ ωˇJk ek ` λk}ωˇk}1 ď 12ω
˚J
k,Sk
Ĥpθˇqωk˚,Sk ´ ω˚Jk,Skek ` λk}ωk˚,Sk}1.
Setting d “ ωˇk ´ ωk˚,Sk , the above can be rearranged as
1
2
dJĤpθˇqd ď λk
`}ωk˚,Sk}1 ´ }ωˇk}1˘´ dJtĤpθ˚qωk˚ ´ eku
´ dJtĤpθˇq ´ Ĥpθ˚quωk˚,Sk ` dJĤpθ˚qωk˚,Sck . (A.36)
By Cauchy-Schwarz, the condition of the lemma implies
|dJtĤpθ˚qωk˚ ´ eku| ď }d}1}Ĥpθ˚qωk˚ ´ ek}8 ď λk2 }d}1. (A.37)
(A.45) of Lemma A.3 yields
|dJtĤpθˇq ´ Ĥpθ˚quωk˚,Sk | ď
1
8
dJĤpθˇqd`K1}θˇ ´ θ˚}21}ωk˚,Sk}21. (A.38)
(A.44) of Lemma A.3 yields
|dJĤpθ˚qωk˚,Sck | ď
1
8
dJĤpθˇqd`K2ρ2k. (A.39)
Combining (A.37) to (A.39) with (A.36), and noting }ωk˚,Sk}1 ´ }ωˇk}1 ď }dSk}1 ´ }dSck}1,
1
4
dJĤpθ˚qd` λk
2
}dSck}1 ď
3λk
2
}dSk}1 `K1}θˇ ´ θ˚}21}ωk˚,Sk}21 `K2ρ2k. (A.40)
We consider two cases. First, suppose that
3λk
2
}dSk}1 ď K1}θˇ ´ θ˚}21}ωk˚,Sk}21 `K2ρ2k.
Then,
λk
2
}dSck}1 ď 2
`
K1}θˇ ´ θ˚}21}ωk˚,Sk}21 `K2ρ2k
˘
.
easily, and hence
}d}1 ď K3}θˇ ´ θ˚}21}ωk˚,Sk}21λ´1k `K4ρ2kλ´1k . (A.41)
in the this case.
Next, suppose that
3λk
2
}dSk}1 ě K1}θˇ ´ θ˚}21}ωk˚,Sk}21 `K2ρ2k.
Then, (A.40) yields d P KpSk, 6, 0q, and hence
}d}1 ď 7}dSk}1 ď 7
?
sk}d}.
We are able to apply the restricted strong convexity assumption to (A.40), which yields
}d}1 ď K5κ´1skλk. (A.42)
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Finally, combining the two error bounds (A.42) and (A.41),
}ωˇk ´ ωk˚}1 ď }d}1 ` ρk
ď K3}θˇ ´ θ˚}21}ωk˚,Sk}21λ´1k `K4ρ2kλ´1k `K5κ´1skλk ` ρk.
By (B.8) and (B.9),
sk ď }ωk˚}qkλ´qkk and ρk ď }ωk˚}qkλ1´qkk . (A.43)
Thus,
}ωˇk ´ ωk˚}1 ď K6κ´2}θˇ ´ θ˚}21}ωk˚}qkλ´1´qkk `K7}ωk˚}2qkλ1´2qkk `K8κ´1}ωk˚}qkλ1´qkk .
Lemma A.3. Let θ P B¯%pθ˚q, c ą 0. Under Condition 1,
|dJĤpθ˚qv| ď 1
2c
dJĤpθqd` cM2ψM16r }v}21 (A.44)
and
|dJtĤpθˇq ´ Ĥpθ˚quv| ď 1
2c
dJĤpθqd` 4cL12M2ψM12r }θˇ ´ θ}21}v}21. (A.45)
Proof. Because the geometric mean of nonnegative numbers is dominated by the arithmetic mean,
|dJĤpθ˚qv| ď
´
dJĤpθqd
¯1{2 ¨˝
max
j,j1
˜
r̂θ˚pypjqqr̂θ˚pypj1qq
r̂θpypjqqr̂θpypj1qq
¸2
vJĤpθqv‚˛1{2
“
´
c´2dJĤpθqd
¯1{2 ¨˝
c2 max
j,j1
˜
r̂θ˚pypjqqr̂θ˚pypj1qq
r̂θpypjqqr̂θpypj1qq
¸2
Z2y pθq
Ẑ2y pθq
vJHpθqv‚˛1{2
ď 1
2c
dJĤpθqd` c
2
max
j,j1
˜
r̂θ˚pypjqqr̂θ˚pypj1qq
rθpypjqqrθpypj1qq
¸2
Ẑ2y pθq
Z2y pθq}Hpθq}8}v}
2
1
and
|dJtĤpθˇq ´ Ĥpθ˚quv|
ď
´
dJĤpθqd
¯1{2 ¨˝
max
j,j1
˜
r̂θˇpypjqqr̂θˇpypj1qq ´ r̂θ˚pypjqqr̂θ˚pypj1qq
r̂θpypjqqr̂θpypj1qq
¸2
Z2y pθq
Ẑ2y pθq
vJHpθqv‚˛1{2
ď 1
2c
dJĤpθˇqd` c
2
max
j,j1
˜
r̂θˇpypjqqr̂θˇpypj1qq ´ r̂θ˚pypjqqr̂θ˚pypj1qq
rθpypjqqrθpypj1qq
¸2
Ẑ2y pθq
Z2y pθq}Hpθq}8}v}
2
1.
Under Condition 1, }Hpθq}8 ď 2M2ψM2r for all θ P B¯%pθ˚q. Furthermore,
M´6r ď r̂θ
˚pypjqqr̂θ˚pypj1qq
rθpypjqqrθpypj1qq ďM
6
r ,
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andˇˇˇˇ
ˇ r̂θˇpypjqqr̂θˇpypj
1qq ´ r̂θ˚pypjqqr̂θ˚pypj1qq
rθpypjqqrθpypj1qq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
“
r̂θˇpypjqq
ˇˇˇ
r̂θˇpypj1qq ´ r̂θ˚pypj1qq
ˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ
r̂θˇpypjqq ´ r̂θ˚pypjqq
ˇˇˇ
r̂θ˚pypj1qq
rθpypjqqrθpypj1qq
ď 2L1M4r }θˇ ´ θ}1.
The inequalities follow.
B Consequences of the model assumptions
In this section, we go over some of the implications of the assumptions in Section 4.1. Appendix B.1
discusses the properties of the bounded density ratio model (Condition 1). In Appendix B.2, we
derive bounds on the `2- and `1-norms of ωk˚ “ Σ´1ψ ek, as well as lower- and upper-bounds on the
variance of the linearization σ2n,k, as direct consequences of Condition 2.
B.1 Properties of the bounded density ratio model (Condition 1)
Proposition 4.1. Condition 1 is satisfied if and only if there exists Mψ ă 8 such that
}ψpxq}8 “ max
k
|ψkpxkq| ďMψ a.s.
Proof. Let } ¨ } be any norm, and let } ¨ }˚ denote its dual norm, defined as
}v}˚ “ sup
}u}ď1
|xv,uy|.
We prove a more general version of the statement using an arbitrary norm: for % ą 0,
M´1r ď rθpyq ďMr a.s. for all θ P B¯%pθ˚q
for some Mr “Mrp%q ě 1 if and only if there exists Mψ ă 8 such that
}ψpxq}˚ ďMψ a.s.
The proposition follows from the general statement by taking } ¨ } to be the `1-norm.
We shall first treat the case θ˚ “ 0, and then show how the general case follows from the special
one. Assume }ψpxq}˚ ďMψ for some Mψ ă 8. For each x, by the definition of the dual norm,
|xψpxq,θy| “ |xψpxq,θ{}θ}y|}θ} ď }ψpxq}˚}θ} ď %Mψ.
It is easy to see that for each θ P B¯%pθ˚q,
e´%Mψ ď exψpxq,θy ď e%Mψ and e´%Mψ ď Zypθq ď e%Mψ ,
and hence,
e´2%Mψ ď rθpxq ď e2%Mψ .
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In particular, one may choose Mr “Mrp%q “ e2%Mψ .
This proves one direction of the claim. For the other direction, first note that Condition 1
implies
xψpxq,θy ď logMrp%q ` logZypθq for all θ P B¯%pθ˚q.
For each x, %}ψpxq}˚ “ xψpxq,θxy for some θx P B¯%pθ˚q by compactness, so
}ψpxq}˚ ď %´1
`
logMrp%q ` logZypθxq
˘
.
Using compactness again,
}ψpxq}˚ ď %´1
ˆ
logMrp%q ` max}θ}ď% logZypθq
˙
,
and the bound is finite by assumption. Now, the right-hand side is a function of % only, whereas
the left-hand side is independent of %. Thus,
}ψpxq}˚ ď inf
%ą0 %
´1
ˆ
logMrp%q ` max}θ}ď% logZypθq
˙
.
This completes the proof for the case θ˚ “ 0. For general θ˚,
|xψpxq,θy| ď |xψpxq,θ ´ θ˚y| ` |xψpxq,θ˚y| ď }ψ}˚p%` }θ˚}q,
and
xψpxq,θ ´ θ˚y ď log `M2rZypθq{Zypθ˚q˘,
and the proof goes through as before.
Under the bounded density ratio model, Ẑypθq, r̂θpyq, and µpθq are all locally Lipschitz contin-
uous in θ.
Lemma B.1. There exist L0, L1, L2 ą 0 such that for all θ P B¯%pθ˚q,
|Ẑypθq ´ Ẑypθ˚q| ď L0}θ ´ θ˚}1, (B.1)
|r̂θpyq ´ r̂θ˚pyq| ď L1}θ ´ θ˚}1, (B.2)
}µ̂pθq ´ µ̂pθ˚q}8 ď L2}θ ´ θ˚}1. (B.3)
Proof. Ẑypθq, r̂θpyq, and µpθq are all differentiable functions of θ, and hence the mean value
theorem and the boundedness assumption can be used to derive the required bounds.
It is not difficult to imagine that under the bounded density ratio model, all the relevant sample
quantities concentrate sufficiently fast. The following lemma proves this intuition. It is always true
that for any θ,
rθpyq
r̂θpyq “
Ẑypθq
Zypθq “
1
ny
nyÿ
j“1
exp
`
θJψpypjqq˘
Zypθq “
1
ny
nyÿ
j“1
rθpypjqq, (B.4)
and
Eyrrθpyqs “
ż
rθpyqfypyq dy “
ż
fpy;θ ` γyq dy “ 1. (B.5)
If, in addition, rθpyq is bounded, then (B.4) and (B.5) can be used to derive the following results.
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Lemma B.2. Suppose θ P B¯%pθ˚q. For any t ą 0,
P
#
Ẑypθq
Zypθq ´ 1 ą t
+
ď exp
ˆ
´ 2t
2ny
pMr ´M´1r q2
˙
and
P
#
Ẑypθq
Zypθq ´ 1 ă ´t
+
ď exp
ˆ
´ 2t
2ny
pMr ´M´1r q2
˙
.
Proof. Apply Hoeffding’s inequality to the random variable rθpyq P rM´1r ,Mrs, Eyrrθpyqs “ 1.
Having highlighted a few of the features of the bounded density ratio model, we proceed to
explain why (3.1) or (3.2) are expected to yield consistent estimators of θ˚ or ωk˚ under Condition 1.
The optimization problem described by (3.1) or (3.2) has a convex objective with `1-penalty.
It is well-understood that given a regularization level λ ą 0, a minimizer of the corresponding
regularized objective is consistent for the population optimum, provided that the gradient at the
population optimum is bounded by λ{2 in `8-norm (the dual norm of the `1-norm), and the Hessian
behaves like a positive definite matrix when restricted to the right set. The boundedness of the
density ratio and sufficient statistics help guarantee both.
The gradient of `KLIEP at θ
˚ is
∇`KLIEPpθ˚q “ ´ 1
nx
nxÿ
i“1
ψpxpiqq ` 1
ny
nyÿ
j“1
ψpypjqqr̂θ˚pypjqq. (B.6)
Since µψ “ Exrψpxqs “ Eyrψpyqrθ˚pyqs, r̂θ˚pyq “ pZypθ˚q{Ẑypθ˚qqrθ˚pyq, and Ẑypθ˚q{Zypθ˚q PÝÑ
1, each average in the gradient is a consistent estimator of µψ, so that the gradient as a whole is
converging to a zero vector. Because both ψpxpiqq’s and ψpypjqqr̂θ˚pypjqq’s are bounded, a Hoeffding-
type bound can be used to control the gradient.
The gradient of the quadratic part of (3.2), as well as the curvature of both (3.1) and (3.2),
involves the Hessian of `KLIEP:
∇2`KLIEPpθq “ 1
n2y
ÿ
1ďjăj1ďny
´
ψpypjqq ´ψpypj1qq
¯´
ψpypjqq ´ψpypj1qq
¯J
r̂θpypjqqr̂θpypj1qq.
Note that the above only uses the samples from fy. The form of the Hessian makes it clear that if
too many of r̂θpypjqq’s are small, this results in a loss of curvature. Moreover, when many r̂θpypjqq’s
are small, the identity n´1y
řny
j“1 r̂θpypjqq “ 1 makes it likely that many r̂θpypjqq’s are also large to
balance the sum. This is likely to lead to the Hessian becoming ill-conditioned. As before, the
boundedness of the density ratio provides a protection against this kind of degeneracy.
B.2 Consequences of the bounds on the population eigenvalues (Condition 2)
B.2.1 Bounds on ωk˚
It is an easy consequence of the definitions of ωk˚ , κ, and κ¯ that
κ¯´1 ď }ωk˚} ď κ´1 for all k “ 1, . . . , p. (B.7)
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Before we turn to bounding the `1-norm of ωk˚ in terms of its `
qk -“norm”, we look at some useful
inequalities related to `q-“norms”. Fix λ ą 0, and let Sλ “ tk : |vk| ą λu and sλ “ |Sλ|. Then,
}v}q ě
ÿ
kPSλ
|vk|q ě sλλq,
so that
sλ ď λ´q}v}q. (B.8)
Moreover,
}vScλ}1 “
ÿ
kRSλ
|vk| “
ÿ
kRSλ
|vk|1´q|vk|q ď λ1´q}v}q. (B.9)
Thus,
}v}1 “ }vSλ}1 ` }vScλ}1 ď
?
sλ}v} ` }vScλ}1 ď λ´q{2}v}1{2q }v} ` λ1´q}v}q. (B.10)
To simplify the form of the upper bound, we balance the two terms by seeking r P R such that
λ — }v}rq and λ´q{2}v}1{2q — λ1´q}v}q.
This is solved by r “ ´1{p2´ qq. Substituting this into (B.10),
}v}1 ď p1` }v}q}v}1{p2´qqq . (B.11)
Applying (B.11) to ωk˚ ,
}ωk˚}1 ď p1` }ωk˚}q}ωk˚}1{p2´qkqqk ď p1` κ´1q}ωk˚}1{p2´qkqqk for k “ 1, . . . , p. (B.12)
B.2.2 Bounds on σ2k
Define
σ2n,k “ Var
«
?
n
C
ωk˚ ,
1
nx
nxÿ
i“1
ψpxpiqq ´ 1
ny
nyÿ
j“1
ψpypjqqrθ˚pypjqq
Gff
“ ω˚Jk
 
η´1x,nΣψ ` η´1y,nΣψr
(
ωk˚ ,
where Σψ “ Covxrψpxqs and Σψr “ Covyrpψpyq ´ µψqrθ˚pyqs. Since Σψ and Σψr are symmetric
and positive definite by Condition 2, we have
λmax
`
η´1x,nΣψ ` η´1y,nΣψr
˘ ď η´1x,nλmaxpΣψq ` η´1y,nλmaxpΣψrq ď pηx,nηy,nq´1κ¯,
and, similarly,
λmin
`
η´1x,nΣψ ` η´1y,nΣψr
˘ ě pηx,nηy,nq´1κ.
Thus,
pηx,nηy,nq´1κ{κ¯2 ď pηx,nηy,nq´1κ}ωk˚}22 ď σ2k ď pηx,nηy,nq´1κ¯}ωk˚}22 ď pηx,nηy,nq´1κ¯{κ2, (B.13)
where the outer-most pair of inequalities use (B.7).
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C Loss functions
C.1 Derivatives of `KLIEP and approximate moment-matching
Recall
Ẑypθq “ 1
ny
nyÿ
j“1
exp
´
θJψpypjqq
¯
, r̂θpyq “ Ẑ´1y pθq exp
`
θJψpyq˘ , µpθq “ 1
ny
nyÿ
j“1
ψpypjqqr̂θpypjqq.
The following identities hold:
B log Ẑypθq
Bθk “ µ̂kpθq, (C.1)
Br̂θpyq
Bθk “ pψkpykq ´ µ̂kpθqq r̂θpyq, (C.2)
B`KLIEPpθq
Bθk “ ´
1
nx
nxÿ
i“1
ψkpxpiqk q ` µ̂kpθq, (C.3)
B2`KLIEPpθq
Bθk1Bθk “
1
ny
nyÿ
j“1
ψk1pypjqk1 qψkpypjqk qr̂θpypjqq ´ µ̂k1pθqµ̂kpθq (C.4)
“ 1
n2y
ÿ
1ďjăj1ďny
´
ψk1pypjqk1 q ´ ψk1pypj
1q
k1 q
¯´
ψkpypjqk q ´ ψkpypj
1q
k q
¯
r̂θpypjqqr̂θpypj1qq,
(C.5)
B3`KLIEPpθq
Bθk2Bθk1Bθk “
1
ny
nyÿ
j“1
ψkpypjqk qψk1pypjqk1 qψk2pypjqk2 qr̂θpypjqq
´ µ̂k2pθq ˆ 1
ny
nyÿ
j“1
ψkpypjqk qψk1pypjqk1 qr̂θpypjqq
´ µ̂k1∇2k2k`KLIEPpθq ´ µ̂kpθq∇2k2k1`KLIEPpθq.
(C.6)
These identities are useful in obtaining various uniform bounds.
The suggestive notation is by design: Ẑypθq « Zypθq and r̂θpyq « rθpyq, obviously. In fact, it
is the message of Lemma C.1 below that
µ̂pθq « Eθ`γy rψpxqs and ∇2`KLIEPpθq « Cov
θ`γy
rψpxqs.
∇3`KLIEPpθq also approximates the third central moment tensor of ψpxq under γ “ θ`γy, but we
will not need this fact.
Lemma C.1.
Eyrψpyqrθpyqs “ Eθ`γy rψpxqs.
and
EyrHpθqs “ Ey
«
Ẑypθq2
Zypθq2∇
2`KLIEPpθq
ff
“
ˆ
1´ 1
ny
˙
Cov
θ`γy
rψpxqs. (C.7)
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Proof. By direct computation.
In the KLIEP, the difference θ˚ of γx from γy is estimated by matching the moments of ψpxq
with ψpyq by exponential tilting of the baseline pdf fy.
The KLIEP can be viewed as an approximate version of maximum-likelihood estimation. Fixing
fy P Fγ , define a new parametrization of the family by θ “ γ´γy. Abusing the notation somewhat,
fθpxq “ rθpxqfypxq “ Zypθq´1 exp
`
θJψpxq˘ fypxq,
where Zypθq normalizes fθ albeit with respect to the baseline fy, that is to say,
Zypθq “
ż
X
exp
`
θJψpxq˘ fypxq dx “ Zpθ ` γyq{Zpγyq.
Clearly, each γ in the original parameter space corresponds to a unique θ in the new parameter
space.
Given xp1q, . . . ,xpnxq iid„ fx, the negative log-likelihood of the data with respect to the difference
parametrization θ is
`ypθ; Xnxq “ ´ 1nx
nxÿ
i“1
θJψpxpiqq ` logZypθq.
Let µpθq and Σpθq be, respectively, the mean and the covariance of ψpxq under fθ:
µpθq “
ż
X
ψpxqrθpxqfypxq dx
and
Σpθq “
ż
X
ψpxqψpxqJrθpxqfypxq dx´
ˆż
X
ψpxqrθpxqfypxq dx
˙ˆż
X
ψpxqrθpxqfypxq dx
˙J
.
It is straightforward to compute
∇`ypθ; Xnxq “ ´ 1n
nÿ
i“1
ψpxpiqq ` µpθq and ∇2`ypθq “ Σpθq.
Clearly, when xp1q, . . . ,xpnxq iid„ fθ˚ , θ˚ “ γx´γy is the unique minimizer of Exr`ypθ; Xnxqs. In this
setting, ∇2`y is a deterministic function of the parameter and thus does not depend on the data.
However, it is in general hard to minimize `y directly, so we look to minimize `KLIEP instead.
Using Ẑypθq in place of Zypθq recovers `KLIEP. As
sup
θ
|`KLIEPpθq ´ `ypθq| “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇlog
#
1
ny
nyÿ
j“1
rθpypjqq
+ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ,
`KLIEP converges to `y pointwise a.s. as ny Ñ 8. Consequently, the minimizer of `KLIEP and the
minimizer of `y are asymptotically equivalent.
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C.2 Bounds on the gradients
The two lemmas in this section bound the gradients of the loss functions in (3.1) and (3.2).
Lemma C.2. Under the bounded density ratio model (Condition 1),
P t}∇`KLIEPpθ˚q}8 ą tu ď 4p expp´ct2nq
for some c ą 0 depending on Mr,Mψ only. In particular, if
λθ ě K
c
log p
n
,
for some K ěa2{c, then
P t2}∇`KLIEPpθ˚q}8 ą λθu ď 4 expp´c1λ2θnq,
for some c1 ą 0.
Proof. Let µψ “ pµψkqpk“1 “ Exrψpxqs “ Eyrψpyqrθ˚pyqs. Using n´1y
řny
j“1 r̂θpypjqq “ 1,
∇`KLIEPpθ˚q “ ´ 1
nx
nxÿ
i“1
ψpxpiqq ` 1
ny
nyÿ
j“1
ψpypjqqr̂θ˚pypjqq
“ ´ 1
nx
nxÿ
i“1
ψpxpiqq ` µψ ` 1
ny
nyÿ
j“1
tψpypjqq ´ µψu r̂θ˚pypjqq
“ ´ 1
nx
nxÿ
i“1
ψpxpiqq ` µψ ` Zypθ
˚q
Ẑypθ˚q
1
ny
nyÿ
j“1
tψpypjqq ´ µψu rθ˚pypjqq.
Condition 1 implies that Zypθ˚q{Ẑypθ˚q P rM´1r ,Mrs. For any t ą 0,
P t}∇`KLIEPpθ˚q}8 ą tu
ď P
#››››› 1nx
nxÿ
i“1
ψpxpiqq ´ µψ
›››››8 ą
t
2
+
` P
$&%Mr
››››› 1ny
nyÿ
j“1
tψpypjqq ´ µψu rθ˚pypjqq
›››››
8
ą t
2
,.-
ď
pÿ
k“1
P
#ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1nx
nxÿ
i“1
ψkpxpiqk q ´ µψk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ą t2
+
`
pÿ
k“1
P
#
Mr
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1ny
nyÿ
j“1
tψkpypjqk q ´ µψku rθ˚pypjqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ą t2
+
.
Since tpψkpxpiqk q ´ µψkqunxi“1 and tpψkpypjqk q ´ µψkq rθ˚pypjqqunyj“1 are each i.i.d. bounded and mean
zero random variables,
P
#ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1nx
nxÿ
i“1
ψkpxpiqk q ´ µk˚
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ą t2
+
ď 2 expp´c1t2nxq
and
P
#
Mr
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1ny
nyÿ
j“1
tψkpypjqk q ´ µψku rθ˚pypjqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ą t2
+
ď 2 expp´c2t2nyq
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by Hoeffding’s inequality, where c1, c2 ą 0 are constants depending on Mr,Mψ only. Thus,
P t}∇`KLIEPpθ˚q}8 ą tu ď 2p expp´c1t2nxq ` 2p expp´c2t2nyq ď 4p expp´ct2nq
for some c ą 0.
Lemma C.3. For t ě 2{ny,
P
!
}Ĥpθ˚qωk˚ ´ ek}8 ą t
)
ď 2 exp
˜
´ ct
2ny
p1` κ´1q2}ωk˚}2{p2´qkqqk
¸
` 2p exp
˜
´ c
1t2ny
p1` κ´1q2}ωk˚}2{p2´qkqqk
¸
for some c, c1 ą 0 depending on Mr,Mψ only. In particular, if
λk ě Kp1` κ´1q}ωk˚}1{p2´qkqqk
d
log p
ny
,
for some K ěa2{pc^ c1q, then
P
!
2}Ĥpθ˚qωk˚ ´ ek}8 ą λk
)
ď 4 exp
˜
´ c
2λ˚2k ny
p1` κ´1q2}ωk˚}2{p2´qkqqk
¸
.
for some c2 ą 0.
Proof. Let Ĥpθq “ ∇2`KLIEPpθq, and Hpθq “ pẐ2y pθq{Z2y pθqqĤpθq. We have Σψωk˚ “ ek by
definition, and EyHpθ˚q “ p1´ n´1y qΣψ by (C.7). Therefore,
Ĥpθ˚qωk˚ ´ ek “ tĤpθ˚q ´Hpθ˚quωk˚ ` tHpθ˚q ´ EyHpθ˚quωk˚ ´ n´1y ek.
For t ě 2{ny,
P
!
}Ĥpθ˚qωk˚ ´ ek}8 ą t
)
ď P
"
}Ĥpθ˚qωk˚ ´ p1´ n´1y qek}8 ą t2
*
ď P
"
}tĤpθ˚q ´Hpθ˚quωk˚}8 ą t4
*
` P
"
}tHpθ˚q ´ EyHpθ˚quωk˚}8 ą t4
*
.
By Lemma C.4,
P
"
}tĤpθ˚q ´Hpθ˚quωk˚}8 ą t4
*
ď 2 exp
˜
´ ct
2ny
p1` κ´1q2}ωk˚}2{p2´qkqqk
¸
,
where c ą 0 is a constant depending only on Mr,Mψ. By Lemma C.5,
P
"
}tHpθ˚q ´ EyHpθ˚quωk˚}8 ą t4
*
ď 2p exp
˜
´ c
1t2ny
p1` κ´1q2}ωk˚}2{p2´qkqqk
¸
,
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where c1 ą 0 is a constant depending only on Mr,Mψ. Thus,
P
!
}Ĥpθ˚qωk˚ ´ ek}8 ą t
)
ď 2 exp
˜
´ ct
2ny
p1` κ´1q2}ωk˚}2{p2´qkqqk
¸
` 2p exp
˜
´ c
1t2ny
p1` κ´1q2}ωk˚}2{p2´qkqqk
¸
.
C.3 Bounds on the Hessian
This section contains the technical lemmas that go into bounding the `1 Ñ `8 operator norm —
a.k.a. the maximum magnitude component — of the Hessian. The ultimate goal is to control the
`8-norm of the matrix-vector product ∇2`KLIEPpθ˚qωk˚ . Since a bound on the `1-norm of ωk˚ is
easily implied by our structural assumptions on ωk˚ , it is natural to consider the `
1 Ñ `8 operator
norm of the Hessian in bounding the matrix-vector product.
To compute the bound, we first observe that ∇2`KLIEPpθ˚q « Σψ, and decompose the Hessian
into a sum of three terms:
Ĥpθ˚q “ tĤpθ˚q ´Hpθ˚qul jh n
Lemma C.4
`tHpθ˚q ´ EyHpθ˚qul jh n
Lemma C.5
`p1´ n´1y qΣψ,
where Ĥpθq “ ∇2`KLIEPpθq, and Hpθq “ pẐ2y pθq{Z2y pθqqĤpθq.
Lemma C.4 reduces the difference Ĥpθ˚q´Hpθ˚q to the deviation of the sample average of the
ratios from their expectation. Lemma C.5 is the usual concentration bound for U-statistics applied
to our problem.
Lemma C.4. Suppose Condition 1 holds, and let θ P B¯%pθ˚q. For any v P Rp,
Pt}tĤpθq ´Hpθquv}8 ą tu ď 2 exp
˜
´ t
2ny
2M4ψM
8
r pMr ` 1q2pMr ´M´1r q2}v}21
¸
.
In particular,
Pt}Ĥpθq ´Hpθq}8 ą tu ď 2 exp
˜
´ t
2ny
2M4ψM
8
r pMr ` 1q2pMr ´M´1r q2
¸
.
Proof. Condition 1 implies that Ẑypθq{Zypθq P rM´1r ,Mrs, and that Ĥpθq has uniformly bounded
components. In particular, on B¯%pθ˚q, for any k, ` P rps,
|Ĥk`pθq| “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1n2y
ÿ
1ďjăj1ďny
´
ψkpypjqk q ´ ψkpypj
1q
k q
¯´
ψ`pypjq` q ´ ψ`pypj
1q
` q
¯
r̂θpypjqqr̂θpypj1qq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ď 1
n2y
ÿ
1ďjăj1ďny
ˇˇˇ
ψkpypjqk q ´ ψkpypj
1q
k q
ˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
ψ`pypjq` q ´ ψ`pypj
1q
` q
ˇˇˇ
r̂θpypjqqr̂θpypj1qq ď 2M2ψM4r .
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Now,
Ĥpθq ´Hpθq “
˜
1´ Ẑ
2
y pθq
Z2y pθq
¸
Ĥpθq “
˜
1´ Ẑypθq
Zypθq
¸˜
1` Ẑypθq
Zypθq
¸
Ĥpθq,
so that
Pt}tĤpθq ´Hpθquv}8 ą tu ď P
#
}Ĥpθq}8}v}1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ẐypθqZypθq ` 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ẐypθqZypθq ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ą t
+
ď P
#
2M2ψM
4
r pMr ` 1q}v}1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ẐypθqZypθq ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ą t
+
.
It then follows by Lemma B.2 that
Pt}tĤpθq ´Hpθquv}8 ą tu ď 2 exp
˜
´ t
2ny
2M4ψM
8
r pMr ` 1q2pMr ´M´1r q2}v}21
¸
.
Lemma C.5. Suppose Condition 1 holds, and let θ P B¯%pθ˚q. For any v P Rp and any k P rps,
P
 ˇˇ
eJk tHpθq ´ EyHpθquv
ˇˇ ą t( ď 2 exp˜´ t2ny
16M4ψM
4
r }v}21
¸
.
In particular,
P t}tHpθq ´ EyHpθquv}8 ą tu ď 2 exp
˜
´ t
2ny
16M4ψM
4
r }v}21
` log p
¸
.
and
P t}tHpθq ´ EyHpθqu}8 ą tu ď 2 exp
˜
´ t
2ny
16M4ψM
4
r
` log p
¸
.
Proof. For any k P rps and for any a ą 0,
P
 
eJk tHpθq ´ EyHpθquv ą t
( “ P  }v}1a ¨ eJk tHpθq ´ EyHpθqupv{}v}1q ą at(
ď P  exp `}v}1a ¨ eJk tHpθq ´ EyHpθqupv{}v}1q˘ ą exppatq(
ď expp´atqEy
“
exp
`}v}1a ¨ eJk tHpθq ´ EyHpθqupv{}v}1q˘‰
ď exp `´at` 4M4ψM4r }v}21a2{ny˘ ,
where in the last line, we have used Lemma C.6. Optimizing the bound, we get
P
 
eJk tHpθq ´ EyHpθquv ą t
( ď exp˜´ t2ny
16M4ψM
4
r }v}21
¸
.
A similar argument applied to the other side gives us
P
 ˇˇ
eJk tHpθq ´ EyHpθquv
ˇˇ ą t( ď 2 exp˜´ t2ny
16M4ψM
4
r }v}21
¸
.
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Taking the union bound over all k P rps,
P t}tHpθq ´ EyHpθquv}8 ą tu ď 2 exp
˜
´ t
2ny
16M4ψM
4
r }v}21
` log p
¸
.
Lemma C.6. Suppose Condition 1 holds, and let θ P B¯%pθ˚q. For any u,v P Rp with }u}1 “
}v}1 “ 1 and any t P R,
Ey
“
exp
`
t ¨ uJtHpθq ´ EyHpθquv
˘‰ ď expp4M4ψM4r t2{nyq.
Proof. Define
U :“ 2
1´ 1{nyu
JHpθqv “ 2
nypny ´ 1q
ÿ
1ďjăj1ďny
gpypjq,ypj1qq,
where
gpy,y1q “ xψpyq ´ψpy1q,uy xψpyq ´ψpy1q,vy rθpyq rθpy1q.
Let
V pyp1q, . . . ,ypnyqq :“ 1
tny{2u
´
gpyp1q,yp2qq ` gpyp3q,yp4qq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` gpyp2tny{2u´1q,yp2tny{2uqq
¯
and write
U “ 1
ny!
ÿ
σPSny
V pypσp1qq, . . . ,ypσpnyqqq,
where Sny is the group of permutations on rnys. For any t P R,
Ey
“
exp
`
t ¨ uJtHpθq ´ EyHpθquv
˘‰
“ Ey
„
exp
ˆ
1´ 1{ny
2
t ¨ pU ´ EyUq
˙
“ Ey
«
exp
˜
1´ 1{ny
2
t ¨ 1
ny!
˜ ÿ
σPSny
´
V pypσp1qq, . . . ,ypσpnyqqq ´ Ey
”
V pypσp1qq, . . . ,ypσpnyqqq
ı¯¸¸ff
ď 1
ny!
ÿ
σPSny
Ey
„
exp
ˆ
1´ 1{ny
2
t ¨
´
V pypσp1qq, . . . ,ypσpnyqqq ´ Ey
”
V pypσp1qq, . . . ,ypσpnyqqq
ı¯˙
ď expp4M4ψM4r t2{nyq,
where the second-to-last inequality follows from the Jensen’s inequality and the last inequality
follows from Lemma C.7.
Lemma C.7. Let V pyp1q, . . . ,ypnyqq be as in the proof of Lemma C.6. For any t P R,
Ey
”
exp
´
t ¨
´
V pyp1q, . . . ,ypnyqq ´ Ey
”
V pyp1q, . . . ,ypnyqq
ı¯¯ı
ď expp16M4ψM4r t2{nyq.
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Proof. Consider a random variable G with |G| ď D and EG “ g. Using the convexity of the
exponential function,
etG ď D ´G
2D
e´Dt ` G`D
2D
eDt,
so that
EretpG´gqs ď e´tg pD ´ gqe
´Dt ` pD ` gqeDt
2D
“ e´tg e
´DtpD ´ g ` pD ` gqe2Dtq
2D
“ exp
ˆ
´pD ` gqt` log
ˆ
1´ D ` g
2D
` D ` g
2D
e2Dt
˙˙
.
Put t˜ “ 2Dt and p “ pD ` gq{2D, and write
hpt˜q “ ´pt˜` logp1´ p` pet˜q.
Then,
h1pt˜q “ ´p` pe
t˜
1´ p` pet˜
and
h2pt˜q “ p1´ pqpe
t˜
p1´ p` pet˜q2 “
˜
pet˜
1´ p` pet˜
¸˜
1´ pe
t˜
1´ p` pet˜
¸
ď 1
4
,
since p exppt˜q{p1´ p` p exppt˜qq P p0, 1q. By Taylor’s theorem,
hpt˜q ď hp0q ` h1p0qt˜` 1
8
t˜2 “ 1
8
t˜2,
so that
EretpG´gqs ď eD2t2{2. (C.8)
Now, gpypjq,ypj1qq’s occurring in V pyp1q, . . .ypnyqq are i.i.d. with
|gpypjq,ypj1qq| “
ˇˇˇA
ψpypjqq ´ψpypj1qq,u
EA
ψpypjqq ´ψpypj1qq,v
E
rθpypjqqrθpypj1qq
ˇˇˇ
ď
›››ψpypjqq ´ψpypj1qq›››28 rθpypjqqrθpypj1qq ď 4M2ψM2r , (C.9)
since }u}1 “ }v}1 “ 1. Applying (C.8) to the random variable gpyp1q,yp2qq,
Ey
„
exp
ˆ
t
tny{2u ¨
´
gpyp1q,yp2qq ´ Ey
”
gpyp1q,yp2qq
ı¯˙
ď expp32M4ψM4r t2{n2yq.
By independence,
Ey
”
exp
´
t ¨
´
V pyp1q, . . . ,ypnyqq ´ Ey
”
V pyp1q, . . . ,ypnyqq
ı¯¯ı
“ Ey
„
exp
ˆ
t
tny{2u ¨
´
gpyp1q,yp2qq ´ Ey
”
gpyp1q,yp2qq
ı¯˙tny{2u
ď expp16M4ψM4r t2{nyq.
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C.4 Restricted strong convexity
In the following,
KpS, β, ρq “ tv P Rp : }vSc}1 ď β}vS}1 ` p1` βqρ, }v} ď 1u,
where S Ď rps is nonempty, β ě 0, and ρ ě 0.
Lemma C.8. Suppose Z2y pθ˚q{Ẑ2y pθ˚q ě c for some c ą 0, and
|||Hpθ˚q ´ EyHpθ˚q|||s ď κ{p2p2` βq2q
for some s P rps and β ě 0. Then for all nonempty S Ď rps with |S| ď s and for all ρ ě 0,
vJĤpθ˚qv ě cκ
2
ˆ
}v}2 ´ ρ
2
s
˙
for all v P KpS, β, ρq,
as well as
vJĤpθqv ě exp `´2MψpM2r ` 1q}θ ´ θ˚}1˘ ¨ cκ2
ˆ
}v}2 ´ ρ
2
s
˙
for all v P KpS, β, ρq.
Proof. We have
vJĤpθ˚qv “ Z
2
y pθ˚q
Ẑ2y pθ˚q
vJHpθ˚qv “
„ˆ
1´ 1
ny
˙
vJΣψv ` vJtHpθ˚q ´ EyHpθ˚quv

.
For ny large enough, under the conditions of the lemma and applying Lemma C.10,
vJĤpθ˚qv ě c
˜
κ}v}2 ´ κ
2p2` βq2
ˆ
}v} ` }v}1?
s
˙2¸
ě c
˜
κ}v}2 ´ κ
2
ˆ
}v} ` ρ?
s
˙2¸
ě cκ
2
ˆ
}v}2 ´ ρ
2
s
˙
. (C.10)
For the second part of the statement, first note
vJĤpθqv ě min
j,j1
r̂θpypjqqr̂θpypj1qq
r̂θ˚pypjqqr̂θ˚pypj1qqv
JĤpθ˚qv
“ min
j,j1
exp
#´
ψpypjqq ` ψpypj1qq
¯J pθ ´ θ˚q ´ 2 log Ẑypθ q
Ẑypθ˚q
+
vJĤpθ˚qv.
By convexity of LogSumExp,
´ log Ẑypθq ` log Ẑypθ˚q ě ´∇rlog ẐypθqsJ pθ ´ θ˚q
“ ´ 1
ny
nyÿ
j“1
r̂θpypjqqψpypjqqJ pθ ´ θ˚q ě ´MψM2r }θ ´ θ˚}1,
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so that
exp
#
pθ ´ θ˚qJ
´
ψpypjqq ` ψpypj1qq
¯
´ 2 log Ẑypθ q
Ẑypθ˚q
+
ě ´2MψpM2r ` 1q}θ ´ θ˚}1,
and hence,
vJĤpθqv ě exp `´2MψpM2r ` 1q}θ ´ θ˚}1˘vJĤpθ˚qv.
Combining with (C.10) from the first part finishes the proof.
Lemma C.9. For c ą 0, β ě 0, ε P p0, 1q, whenever
ny ě Cpκ¯{κ2qM2ψM2r s log2psq logpp_ nyq logpnyqc2p2` βq4{ε2,
where C ą 0 denotes a known, absolute constant, we have
|||Hpθ˚q ´ EyHpθ˚q|||s “ sup}v}0ďs,}v}“1
|vJtHpθ˚q ´ EyHpθ˚quv| ď κ{pcp2` βq2q
with probability 1´ ε.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma C.6, let
Uv :“ 2
1´ 1{nyv
JHpθ˚qv “ 2
nypny ´ 1q
ÿ
1ďjăj1ďny
gvpypjq,ypj1qq,
where
gvpy,y1q “ xψpyq ´ψpy1q,vy xψpyq ´ψpy1q,vy rθpyq rθpy1q.
Let
Vvpyp1q, . . . ,ypnyqq :“ 1tny{2u
´
gvpyp1q,yp2qq ` gvpyp3q,yp4qq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` gvpyp2tny{2u´1q,yp2tny{2uqq
¯
,
and write
Uv “ 1
ny!
ÿ
σPSny
Vvpypσp1qq, . . . ,ypσpnyqqq,
where Sny is the group of permutations on rnys. Then
Ey
»—– sup
}v}0ďs
}v}“1
|Uv ´ EyUv|
fiffifl
“ Ey
»—– sup
}v}0ďs
}v}“1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1ny! ÿσPSny Vvpypσp1qq, . . . ,ypσpnyqqq ´ EyVvpypσp1qq, . . . ,ypσpnyqqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
fiffifl
ď Ey
»—– sup
}v}0ďs
}v}“1
ˇˇˇ
Vvpyp1q, . . . ,ypnyqq ´ EyVvpyp1q, . . . ,ypnyqq
ˇˇˇfiffifl .
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Denoting zpiq “ `ψpyp2i´1qq ´ψpyp2iqq˘arθpyp2i´1qqrθpyp2iqq, we have
Ey
»—– sup
}v}0ďs
}v}“1
ˇˇ
vJtHpθ˚q ´ EyHpθ˚quv
ˇˇfiffifl
ď 1´ 1{ny
2
Ey
»—– sup
}v}0ďs
}v}“1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇvJ
¨˝ ÿ
iPrtny{2us
ziziJ ´ Ey
“
ziziJ
‰‚˛v
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
fiffifl .
Note that }zi}8 ď 2MψMr. Then an application of Lemma 11 of Belloni and Chernozhukov (2013)
gives us
Ey
»—– sup
}v}0ďs
}v}“1
ˇˇ
vJtHpθ˚q ´ EyHpθ˚quv
ˇˇfiffifl ď a2n ` an?κ¯,
where a2n “ CM2ψM2r s log2psq logpp_nyq logpnyq{ny, C ą 0 is a known, absolute constant inherited
from the lemma. Using Markov’s inequality, we get that
sup
}v}0ďs
}v}“1
ˇˇ
vJtHpθ˚q ´ EyHpθ˚quv
ˇˇ ď κ{pcp2` βq2q
with probability 1´ ε.
Lemma C.10 (Lemma 4.9 of Barber and Kolar (2018)). For any M P Rpˆp and s ě 1,
vJMv ď |||M|||s
ˆ
}v} ` }v}1?
s
˙2
for all v P RP .
D Auxiliary results
D.1 Gaussian approximation lemmas
Lemma D.1. For ω P Rp, let
An “ Anpωq “
C
ω,
1
nx
nxÿ
i“1
´
ψpxpiqq ´ µψ
¯
` 1
ny
nyÿ
j“1
´
µψ ´ψpypjqq
¯
rθ˚pypjqq
G
,
and
σ2n “ σ2npωq “ Var
“?
nAnpωq
‰
.
Then,
sup
tPR
ˇˇ
P
 ?
nAn{σn ď t
(´ Φptqˇˇ ď 2CMψMr}ω}1
ηx,nηy,nσn
?
n
,
where C ą 0 denotes a known, absolute constant.
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Proof. Write
?
nAn{σn “ 1?
n
#
nxÿ
i“1
xω,ψpxpiqq ´ µψy
ηx,nσn
`
nyÿ
j“1
xω,µψ ´ψpypjqqy rθ˚pypjqq
ηy,nσn
+
.
Now,
|xω,ψpxq ´ µψy|
ηx,nσn
ď 2Mψ}ω}1
ηx,nσn
and
|xω,µψ ´ψpyqy rθ˚pyq|
ηy,nσn
ď 2MψMr}ω}1
ηy,nσn
.
Noting that Mr ě 1, the Berry-Esseen inequality (Theorem 3.4 of Chen et al. (2011)) yields
sup
tPR
ˇˇ
P
 ?
nAn{σn ď t
(´ Φptqˇˇ ď 2CMψMr}ω}1
ηx,nηy,nσn
?
n
,
where C ą 0 is a known, absolute constant from the theorem.
Lemma D.2 (Lemma D.3 of Barber and Kolar (2018)). If
sup
zPR
|PtA ď zu ´ Φpzq| ď εA and Pt|B| ď δB, |C| ď δCu ě 1´ εBC
for some δB, δC , εA, εBC P r0, 1q, then
sup
zPR
|PtpA`Bq{p1` Cq ď zu ´ Φpzq| ď δB ` δC
1´ δC ` εA ` εBC .
D.2 Consistency of the variance estimator
Lemma D.3. On the event that
}θ ´ θ˚}1 ď δθ, }ωˇk ´ ωk˚}1 ď δk, and }Ŝψ ´Σψ}8, }Ŝψr̂pθ˚q ´Σψr}8 ď δσ{4,
the variance estimate (3.6) satisfies
|σ̂2k ´ σ2k| ď pηx,nηy,nq´1
 }ωk˚}21 pδσ ` 2L3 δθq ` pδσ ` 2L3 δθ ` }Σψ}8 ` }Σψr}8q δ2k( .
Proof. Let
Σpooled “ η´1x,nΣψ ` η´1y,nΣψr.
We have
σ̂2k ´ σ2k “ ωˇJk Ŝpooledωˇk ´ ω˚Jk Σpooledωk˚
“ ωˇJk
!
η´1x,nŜψ ` η´1y,nŜψr̂pθq
)
ωˇk ´ ω˚Jk
 
η´1x,nΣψ ` η´1y,nΣψr
(
ωk˚
“ η´1x,n
´
ωˇJk Ŝψωˇk ´ ω˚Jk Σψωk˚
¯
` η´1y,n
´
ωˇJk Ŝψr̂pθqωˇk ´ ω˚Jk Σψrωk˚
¯
.
The first term is bounded asˇˇˇ
ωˇJk Ŝψωˇk ´ ω˚Jk Σψωk˚
ˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇ
ωˇJk tŜψ ´Σψuωˇk
ˇˇˇ
` ˇˇpωˇk ´ ωk˚ qJΣψpωˇk ´ ωk˚ qˇˇ
ď }Ŝψ ´Σψ}8}ωˇk}21 ` }Σψ}8}ωˇk ´ ωk˚}21
ď δσ2
`}ωk˚}21 ` δ2k˘` }Σψ}8δ2k.
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Similarly,ˇˇˇ
ωˇJk Ŝψr̂pθqωˇk ´ ω˚Jk Σψrωk˚
ˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇ
ωˇJk tŜψr̂pθq ´Σψruωˇk
ˇˇˇ
` ˇˇpωˇk ´ ωk˚ qJΣψrpωˇk ´ ωk˚ qˇˇ
ď }Ŝψr̂pθq ´Σψr}8}ωˇk}21 ` }Σψr}8}ωˇk ´ ωk˚}21
ď
´
}Ŝψr̂pθq ´ Ŝψr̂pθ˚q}8 ` }Ŝψr̂pθ˚q ´Σψr}8
¯
}ωˇk}21 ` }Σψr}8}ωˇk ´ ωk˚}21
ď
´
L3 }θ ´ θ˚}1 ` }Ŝψr̂pθ˚q ´Σψr}8
¯
}ωˇk}21 ` }Σψr}8}ωˇk ´ ωk˚}21
ď `2L3 δθ ` δσ2 ˘ `}ωk˚}21 ` δ2k˘` }Σψr}8δ2k,
where the penultimate line is by Lemma D.4. Thus,
|σ̂2k ´ σ2k| ď pηx,nηy,nq´1
 }ωk˚}21 pδσ ` 2L3 δθq ` pδσ ` 2L3 δθ ` }Σψ}8 ` }Σψr}8q δ2k( .
Lemma D.4. There exists L3 ą 0 depending on Mr,Mψ only such that
}Ŝψr̂pθq ´ Ŝψr̂pθ˚q}8 ď L3}θ ´ θ˚}1 for all θ P B¯%pθ˚q.
Proof. By applying Lemma B.1 after computing the form of each Ŝψr̂k1kpθq ´ Ŝψr̂k1kpθ˚q.
Lemma D.5. Under the bounded density ratio model (Condition 1), there exist constants K, c, c1 ą
0 depending on Mψ only such that for any t P rK
a
log p{nx, 1s,
P
!
}Ŝψ ´Σψ}8 ą t
)
ď c expp´c1t2nxq.
Proof. Let k, k1 P rps.
Ŝψk1k ´ Σψk1k “
1
nx
nxÿ
i“1
´
ψk1pxpiqk1 q ´ µψk1
¯´
ψkpxpiqk q ´ µψk
¯
´ Σψk1k
´
#
1
nx
nxÿ
i“1
ψk1pxpiqk1 q ´ µψk1
+#
1
nx
nxÿ
i“1
ψkpxpiqk q ´ µψk
+
.
Suppose t satisfies the conditions of the lemma, and supposeˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1nx
nxÿ
i“1
ψkpxpiqk q ´ µψk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď t @ k,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1nx
nxÿ
i“1
´
ψk1pxpiqk1 q ´ µψk1
¯´
ψkpxpiqk q ´ µψk
¯
´ Σψk1k
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď t @ k, k1.
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On this event,
}Ŝψ ´Σψ}8
“ max
k,k1
|Ŝψk1k ´ Σψk1k |
ď max
k,k1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1nx
nxÿ
i“1
´
ψk1pxpiqk1 q ´ µψk1
¯´
ψkpxpiqk q ´ µψk
¯
´ Σψk1k
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ`maxk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1nx
nxÿ
i“1
ψkpxpiqk q ´ µψk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
ď t` t2 ď 2t,
using the upper bound on t.
Now, the boundedness of ψpxq implies
P
#ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1nx
nxÿ
i“1
ψkpxpiqk q ´ µψk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ą t
+
ď 2 expp´c1t2nxq,
P
#ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1nx
nxÿ
i“1
´
ψk1pxpiqk1 q ´ µψk1
¯´
ψkpxpiqk q ´ µψk
¯
´ Σψk1k
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ą t
+
ď 2 expp´c2t2nxq,
where c1, c2 ą 0 are constants depending on Mψ only.
Thus,
P
!
}Ŝψ ´Σψ}8 ą t
)
ď 2p expp´c1t2nxq ` 2p2 expp´c2t2nxq ď 4p2 expp´c3t2nxq, (D.1)
where c3 ą 0 is another constant depending on Mψ only. (D.1) can be simplified by using the lower
bound on t:
P
!
}Ŝψ ´Σψ}8 ą t
)
ď c expp´c1t2nxq,
where c, c1 ą 0 are constants depending on Mψ only.
Lemma D.6. Under the bounded density ratio model (Condition 1), there exist constants K, c, c1 ą
0 depending on Mr,Mψ only such that for any t P rK
a
log p{ny, 1s,
P
!
}Ŝψrpθ˚q ´Σψr}8 ą t
)
ď c expp´c1t2nyq.
Proof. Let k, k1 P rps. We have
Ŝψr̂k1kpθ˚q ´ Σψrk1k “
#
Ŝψr̂k1kpθ˚q ´
Z2y pθ˚q
Ẑ2y pθ˚q
Σψrk1k
+
`
˜
Z2y pθ˚q
Ẑ2y pθ˚q
´ 1
¸
Σψrk1k
with
Ŝψr̂k1kpθ˚q´
Z2y pθ˚q
Ẑ2y pθ˚q
Σψrk1k
“ Z
2
y pθ˚q
Ẑ2y pθ˚q
«
1
ny
nyÿ
j“1
´
ψk1pypjqk1 qrθ˚pypjqq ´ µψk1
¯´
ψkpypjqk qrθ˚pypjqq ´ µψk
¯
´ Σψrk1k
´
#
1
ny
nyÿ
j“1
ψk1pypjqk1 qrθpypjqq ´ µψk1
+#
1
ny
nyÿ
j“1
ψkpypjqk qrθpypjqq ´ µψk
+ff
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and
Z2y pθ˚q
Ẑ2y pθ˚q
´ 1 “ Z
2
y pθ˚q
Ẑ2y pθ˚q
˜
1` Ẑypθ
˚q
Zypθ˚q
¸˜
1´ Ẑypθ
˚q
Zypθ˚q
¸
.
Condition 1 implies that Zypθ˚q{Ẑypθ˚q P rM´1r ,Mrs, as well as that }Σψr}8 is bounded by some
constant. So,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇŜψr̂k1kpθ˚q´Z2y pθ˚qẐ2y pθ˚qΣψrk1k
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ďM2r
«ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1ny
nyÿ
j“1
´
ψk1pypjqk1 qrθ˚pypjqq ´ µψk1
¯´
ψkpypjqk qrθ˚pypjqq ´ µψk
¯
´ Σψrk1k
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
`
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1ny
nyÿ
j“1
ψk1pypjqk1 qrθpypjqq ´ µψk1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1ny
nyÿ
j“1
ψkpypjqk qrθpypjqq ´ µψk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ff
and ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
˜
Z2y pθ˚q
Ẑ2y pθ˚q
´ 1
¸
Σψrk1k
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ďM2r p1`Mrq}Σψr}8
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ1´ Ẑypθ˚qZypθ˚q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ .
Suppose t satisfies the conditions of the lemma, and supposeˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ẐypθqZypθq ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď t,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1ny
nyÿ
j“1
ψkpypjqk qrθpypjqq ´ µψk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď t @ k,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1ny
nyÿ
j“1
´
ψk1pypjqk1 qrθ˚pypjqq ´ µψk1
¯´
ψkpypjqk qrθ˚pypjqq ´ µψk
¯
´ Σψrk1k
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď t @ k, k1.
On this event, ˇˇˇˇ
ˇŜψr̂k1kpθ˚q ´ Z2y pθ˚qẐ2y pθ˚qΣψrk1k
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ďM2r pt` t2q ď 2M2r t
and ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
˜
Z2y pθ˚q
Ẑ2y pθ˚q
´ 1
¸
Σψrk1k
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ďM2r p1`Mrq}Σψr}8 t,
and hence,
}Ŝψr̂pθ˚q ´Σψr}8 ď Kt
for some constant K ą 0.
We finish the proof by bounding the probability of the complementary event. By Lemma B.2,
P
#ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ẐypθqZypθq ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ą t
+
ď 2 expp´c1t2nyq,
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for some constant c1 ą 0 depending on Mr only. On the other hand, the boundedness of ψpyqrθ˚pyq
implies
P
#ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1ny
nyÿ
j“1
ψkpypjqk qrθ˚pypjqq ´ µψk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ą t
+
ď 2 expp´c2t2nyq,
P
"ˇˇˇˇ
1
ny
´
ψk1pypjqk1 qrθ˚pypjqq ´ µψk1
¯´
ψkpypjqk qrθ˚pypjqq ´ µψk
¯
´ Σψrk1k
ˇˇˇˇ
ą t
*
ď 2 expp´c3t2nyq,
where c2, c3 ą 0 are constants depending on Mr,Mψ only.
Thus,
P
!
}Ŝψr̂pθ˚q ´Σψr}8 ą t
)
ď 2 expp´c1t2nyq ` 2p expp´c2t2nyq ` 2p2 expp´c3t2nyq ď 6p2 expp´c4t2nyq, (D.2)
where c4 ą 0 is another constant depending on Mr,Mψ only. (D.2) can be simplified by using the
lower bound on t:
P
!
}Ŝψrpθ˚q ´Σψr}8 ą t
)
ď c expp´c1t2nyq,
where c, c1 ą 0 are constants depending on Mr,Mψ only.
E Additional details and results for simulation and real data studies
E.1 Single-edge de-biasing experiments
Here, we provide additional details about the single-edge simulation studies Section 5.1. Table
6 lists the regularization parameter settings. Table 5 records the empirical biases of the three
estimators, as well as those of the oracle for comparison. Note that the na¨ıve re-fitted estimator
has by far the largest bias.
Table 5: Empirical Bias ˆ102
x-graph y-graph m nx ny θ̂
na¨ıve θ̂1+ θ̂2+ θ̂oracle
chain
(1)
25 150 300 7.011 -1.585 -1.428 -0.396
50 300 600 6.979 -1.469 -1.388 0.096
(2)
25 150 300 6.662 -1.144 -1.035 -0.452
50 300 600 7.000 -0.814 -0.614 -0.330
3-ary tree
(1)
25 150 300 7.709 -0.968 -2.348 -0.118
50 300 600 7.368 -0.025 -1.197 -0.936
(2)
25 150 300 6.455 0.793 0.225 0.252
50 300 600 8.234 -0.458 -0.858 -0.487
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Table 6: Regularization Parameter Settings
x-graph y-graph m nx ny λθ λk
chain
(1)
25 150 300 0.316 0.195
50 300 600 0.219 0.154
(2)
25 150 300 0.316 0.195
50 300 600 0.288 0.154
3-ary tree
(1)
25 150 300 0.355 0.195
50 300 600 0.288 0.154
(2)
25 150 300 0.316 0.195
50 300 600 0.209 0.154
E.2 Voting records of the 109th United States Senate
Here, we provide additional results for the Senate voting records data. Table 7 records all the
distinct initial sparse differential networks, as well as the smallest value of λθ (on 0.0001 grid) for
which each sparse graph could be obtained. The last column lists the final difference graphs after
the Bonferroni correction.
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